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JAMES REGIER THINKS ABOUT NEW
LAYOUT OPPORTUNITIES …

I�’� � N�� Y���, �illed with new opportunities. Seems
like a cliché, I know, but my wife Allison and I have been in the
process of remodeling our home to nearly double its size, so
there is a different ring to it this year, at least for us.
The demands of remodeling have occupied much of my time
and attention these past few months, but I have also been
thinking about the possibilities for a new, reasonably sized
layout when the job is �inished in April. (Knock on wood.)
The prospect of having a sizable layout of my own is somewhat
new to me. Until now, I have been working with a very modest
4′x4′ test loop that began life under our Christmas tree in 2013.
We had decided to upgrade my Dad’s layout to DCC, and I was
tasked with installing decoders in our locomotives. I needed
to set up my own layout to test the installs, and the
Christmas tree loop, out�itted with an NCE ProCab (overkill?)
�it the bill.
The layout is not much to look at: a loop of Atlas snap track on
four interlocking 2x2 squares of sub�loor membrane panel,
frequently piled high with project boxes and a hodgepodge of
buildings. You can run a train of maybe 16 cars if you don’t
mind the locomotive chasing its own caboose [1].

V��� ������
��������
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Still, it has entertained our two girls and helped foster an
interest in the hobby. If nothing else, they can take the throttle,
blow the whistle, and have fun watching the train respond to
their commands.
Of course, the layout’s primary purpose was testing sound and
light upgrades on locomotives, and this loop served that
purpose well. I could handily put projects on track and tweak
them. Add an Accutrack speedometer, and I had a great station
for speed matching.
Much of my model railroading these past several years has
been focused on experimentation. Whether it’s been with LED
lighting, speakers and baf�les, Arduino projects, or 3D
modeling, it has been all about tinkering and experimentation.
Most of this has been on locomotives and individual models,
rather than on layout construction [2].
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It wasn’t that I didn’t want anything bigger. It just didn’t make
sense to think about expanding into a bigger, more-permanent
layout before now. When we knew we were expecting our
second daughter, we had decided that we either needed to
expand our two-bedroom home or �ind something different.
Besides, if I wanted to run longer trains and do prototypical
operations, several people around town hosted regular
operating sessions. Ken Kroschwitz even built his layout at
K-10’s Model Trains in Maryville, IL speci�ically for the public
to operate, and he invited people to bring their own
equipment. Of course, this also eventually brought me to Ken
Patterson’s basement.
The pandemic changed this operating work-around. Most
people have been much less eager to host for the most part,
given the risks.
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1. My test loop layout.
The Gretna, Manitoba
Pool elevator (featured
in “What’s Neat,”
September 2019MRH)
is on the right.
Hutchinson station is at
bottom, with a fully lit
interior and detailed to
match the prototype.
The blurred test object
is a Kato GP35 that I
painted in Santa Fe

bicentennial scheme and upgraded with sound. The layout’s characteristic
pile of projects and odds and ends is in the center.

2. The latest
project I tested on
my loop was a 3D-
printed model of
ATSF 1460, the
one and only
SWBLW
locomotive, or
“Beep.” I built the
shell to fit a
Bowser VO-1000
chassis.
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It also made our house feel much smaller. With everyone
working and schooling from home, things were stretched to
the limit. There was no room to spare for anything in the
house, let alone any sort of layout expansion.
And that’s what �inally made us pull the trigger. When the dust
clears from the remodel and a lot of stuff gets redistributed
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from the basement, I will
have the un�inished half of
our basement to work with,
and decisions to make [3].
I need to think about site
preparation. Suf�icient
outlets to support the layout
and its accessories are a
must, and there are none on
that half of the basement. I’ll
have to put some in, which
will mean framing along the
concrete walls.
Lighting in our basement in
general is poor, and on the
un�inished side it’s especially
bad. I’ll have to address that,
too. Poor lighting can comp-
licate an operating session,
particularly if it strains the
eyes to read cars in operating
sessions, and Iwant to build a
layout for operations.
For me, the biggest challenge
will be channeling my diverse
interests into a layout that
tells a coherent story.
There can be no question
that my layout will focus on
the Santa Fe Railway. I’ve
collected Santa Fe
locomotives and rolling
stock most of my life, though
have never settled on a spe-
ci�ic era. I have diesels
running the gambit from the
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early Cat Whisker scheme all the way to Super Fleet War-
bonnets, even some steam.
My major focus will be circa 1991, which will allow for blue
and yellow warbonnet, Kodachrome, and Super Fleet to
coexist. Cabooses were not completely phased-out yet. This
will give it elements of most of what I remember growing up.
I will continue to run the Super Chief and El Capitan as if the
private passenger business continued to thrive. Since I have
the locomotives and rolling stock to do it, I can also shift eras if
I desire to run operating sessions in an earlier era.
The layout will be centered on a prairie theme, with plenty of
wide-open spaces. The principal businesses on the layout will
be agricultural, mostly wheat and grain, with the accompa-
nying businesses that made those small towns work.
The major focus of the layout will be centered in Kansas,
probably the old main between Newton and Hutchinson. I
would spend hours watching locals switch out elevators and
�lour mills. I don’t think my layout would be complete without
these elements.

3. Our home
remodel will
double our living
space, freeing up
a large area in
the basement for
a layout.
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4. A 1980s view of
Gretna, Manitoba,
facing north along the
CP tracks and 7th
Street. The Pool
elevator complex is to
the left. An old
implement dealership
and lumber yard is to
the north. Across the
tracks are the two
Henry Ritz elevators.
The whole scene would
fit on an 8′module.

S.J McKee Archives, Brandon University, Manitoba Historical Society photo

INDEX TABLE OF CONTENTSMRHMAG.COM
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Of course, it gets more complicated, because I also have many
fond memories of summer vacations spent visiting my
grandfather and family in southern Manitoba, Canada [4]. I
loved the architecture of those wooden grain elevators that
lined the tracks of just about any town.
I have especially fond memories of time spent running errands
and hauling grain to Gretna, Manitoba. I have built a model of
the Manitoba Pool elevator and have models of the smaller
Henry Ritz elevator complex in my mind’s eye. I must �ind a
way to make this town �it into a Kansas setting.
The one thing I do know in all of this is that my layout will be
modular, built one eight-foot segment at a time. This should
allow me to have the best of both worlds, while permitting me
to swap entire scenes out.
It’s a New Year, and a new house, with new opportunities. Even
to the point of being overwhelming. I am looking forward to
the challenge of getting started.�
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Most liked articles in theDecember 2021 issue ofMRH are:
1st Atlas covered hopper makeover
2nd Publishers Musings: Selectively compressing speed
3rd December 2021 news
_____________________________________________________________________
Most liked articles in theDecember 2021 issue ofRunning Extra…
1st Getting Real:Modeling Kansas City Union Station
2nd Limited Modeler: Narrowing your scope
3rd Build a backwoods lumber mill
If youwantmore of this type article, then like the article!
Click the Give us a like or comments button on each article
and press the like button on the article’s forum page if you
want to see more articles like these.�
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JOE FUGATE

View the full thread on the MRH website

Keeping ‘em fresh
MRH forummember JRP (John Parrish ) started a thread recently
showing some very nice reefermodeling.
John shot this on a southern California reefer icing dock diorama
he built and photographed outdoors. John
has beenmodeling for over 60 years and he
said he especially likes how photographing
models outdoors reallymakes thempop!

�MRH’SMONTHLYGREATMODELERPOSTS
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View the full thread on the MRH website

1. New MRH forum membermicktropolis asked about Athearn Blue Box shell
compatibility with an Athearn RTR chassis.

Athearn Blue Box and RTR shell compa�bility
New MRH forummembermicktropolis (Michael S.) recently
asked if it would be possible to �it an HO Athearn blue box
SW1500 shell onto an Athearn SW1500 RTR chassis?
MRH forummember kevinn (Kevin N.) answered that he’s ac-
tually done just that, and showed several photos of the old
shell on the new chassis [1] and discussed what he had to do
to get it to �it:
“Mick it can bedone. Here are somepictures of it. The chassis is a
ready to roll that I �illed in the holes on so the bodymounts to the
frame andholds the coupler box to it. I used JBweld (a two-part
epoxy) andonce it set up, I drilled and taped it for a 2-56 screw.
There is a tab on the back of the blue box shell that you remove, and
the shellwill slip right on.”
Nice!With over 30,000 registered forummembers, you often can
�ind someone on theMRH forumwho has some experience with
what you’re trying to do.
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2.MRH forum member Daboosailing asked how much he needed to
break up his DCC layout into blocks with things like the PSX quad here.

MRH forum member Daboosailing (Mark D.) recently asked
how much he needed to break up his layout into blocks or
power districts.
The conversation wandered around with differing terminology
as to what what a block or a power district is.
Others recommended various circuit breaker boards from dif-
ferent manufacturers. Joe Fugate posted this:
“A power district is a section of track with its own booster.
A block is a section of track within a power district with its own
circuit breaker. It's powered from the same booster as other
blocks within that power district.”
Joe went on to describe when to use which one.

DCC track – blocks or no blocks?
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NewMRH forummember voluse (Verl L.) recently asked fascia-
how tomodel the inside of a tunnel. One answer gives theway to
model a long tunnel so it’s exposed along the fascia [3].
Other forummembers chimed inwithmany helpful posts. This
one fromVSOTTOwas quite clever:
“Presumably the track inside the tunnel would be very close to the
fascia edge. If I were building this project, I would build the tunnel
portal at the wide/normal width of the benchwork and then transi-
tion to a narrow shelf portion showing the interior of the tunnel. I
got inspired, and drew a mock up of how I envision it. I would also
cover the interior tunnel portion with a removable piece of plexi-
glass (which isn't shown) to prevent derailed trains from falling to
the �loor.”
Read the entire thread to see all the great ideas posted.
This is an important conversation to read through because unless
done properly, you can end upwith the reversing section �ighting
with the circuit breakers.

BEST OF THEMRHWEBSITE | 4

3. NewMRH forum member voluse asked about how to model the
inside of a tunnel. Several answers got posted, but this one by fourm
member VSOTTO (Verald S.) is most clever.

Modeling the inside of a tunnel
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View the full post on the MRH website

4.MRH Getting Real columnist
Marty McGuirk posted a photo
of this inspiring structure model
he’s building for his Central
Vermont layout: the South River
Model Works Streeters Store.
Marty did a nice job on this
craftsman kit from South
River. Click or tap on the
photo to get a much larger
image of this nice model.

5.MRH forummember rjthomas909
(Robert J. Thomas) has been upgrading
some Accurail cars using pointers from
Eric Hansmann, MRH Contributing Editor.
View the post on the fourm to get all the
details on these nice looking cars!

MonthlyWhat’s on your workbench thread
Every so often, the monthly workbench thread has some espe-
cially nice modeling. Check out the January thread …
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column

PHOTOSANDVIDEOOF SUPERBMODELS

click to play video

KEN PATTERSON COVERS 3D PRINTING
FROM START TO FINISH, AND THE
JACKSONVILLE TERMINAL RAILROAD
MUSEUM CLUB LAYOUT …
T��� ����� J��� F����� �� ZYX C�������
������������ ��� ������� of printing. cleaning,
and curing 3D-printed resin models from start to �inish. After
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1. Ken shows off the Anycubic Photon Mono X resin 3D printer
and the Anycubic Wash & Cure station owned by James
Regier. They are being kept in Ken’s basement while James’
house is being remodeled.

3D-printed models from start to finish

V��� ������
��������

that, Denny Jelsma of Jelsma Graphics leads a tour of the
Jacksonville Terminal Railroad Museum Club layout.

Get full eBook now► ← click
here

More precision
applicator tips

Each eBook ~100 pages

in the JANUARY 2021 MRH RUNNING EXTRA!
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2. John Fowler of ZYX Creative will demonstrate how he 3D-
prints several tunnel portals for a customer. This one has been
painted and weathered.

3. Before beginning to work with the resin, John puts on the
proper personal protective equipment, which includes gloves
and a respirator. The resin fumes can be irritating to the skin,
as well as smelling unpleasant. He also wears a lab coat to
keep the resin off his clothing.

https://mrhmag.com
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4. John demonstrates how to clean and prepare the resin tank
from the 3D printer prior to beginning printing.

5. After shaking the resin in the bottle to ensure it is
completely mixed, John pours it into the tank. Bubbles formed
by shaking will rise to the surface by leaving the resin to sit for
about 15-30 minutes. The bubbles can be soaked up with a
towel or moved to the edge with a scraper.

https://mrhmag.com/user/register
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6. Multiple resin 3D-printed tunnel portals hang off the build
plate after printing. Some of the prints took 9 hours to complete.

7. A putty knife with a sharpened edge is used to remove the
prints from the build plate. The knife is kept as flat as possible
to slide under the print.
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8. Once de-plated, the parts are cleaned with isopropyl alcohol
(IPA). John starts with 90% IPA, and then rinses the part with
70% IPA. He uses used airtight coffee containers to both store
the IPA and bathe the parts. He then allows the parts to dry for
up to 24 hours on paper towels.

9. John places the parts in sunlight to cure. There are also UV
light stations that can be used in locations without good
access to sunlight.
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10. The models are then washed in laundry detergent and water,
rinsed with clean water, and left to dry.

11. Denny Jelsma takes us on a tour of the Jacksonville
Terminal Railroad Museum Club layout. The layout, located in
Jacksonville, FL, is in a 25′ x 35′ building.

The Jacksonville Terminal Railroad
Museum Club layout
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12. The layout is triple-decked in places. With two helixes, the
mainline track uses code 100 rail, with code 83 for some
sidings and code 70 for some of the yards.

13. The layout models a 50-mile radius around Jacksonville,
from Jessup, GA to St. Augustine in the south and Baldwin in
the west. This is Jacksonville Station, built in 1918. The layout
can model eras from 1939 to 1974.
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14. This is the Trout River Bridge, located on the Seaboard Air
Line mainline in North Jacksonville. Club member Bill Hardy
scratchbuilt the bridge.

15. The West Jacksonville shop and yard features an operating
transfer table.
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16. The bridge over the St. Mary’s River depicts the point where
the line crosses the state line between Florida and Georgia.

17. Ferandina Beach is on a Seaboard Air Line RR branch. A
mill town, the Seaboard brought in pulpwood for the paper mill.
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18. This roundhouse and engine service area is located west of
the Jacksonville Terminal Station. The roundhouse was
scratchbuilt from photographs and blueprints by club member
Jack Wagner.

For the full video showing the techniques that John Fowler
uses in 3D printing, and Denny Jelsma’s full tour of the
Jacksonville Terminal Railroad Museum Club layout, click on
the video link at the beginning of this article.
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MRH DCC shortcuts card

Model Railroad Hobbyist | January 2022

JOE FUGATE EXPLAINS MRH’S
REGISTERED READER BONUS DOWNLOAD:
THE DCC SHORTCUTS CARD …
E��� ����� ��� ����� ���� ��MRH,we’ve made
various bonus downloads available to registered readers.
Basically, you register with us (it’s free) and you automatically
get noti�ied when a new issue comes out, plus a number of
other bene�its:

1. Print out and laminate the DCC
Shortcuts card (or put it in a page
protector as I have done here), then
keep it near your DCC system so it’s
readily available whenever you need it.
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█ Enhanced access to the MRH discussion forum
[forum.mrhmag.com ]

█ Get weekly emails with tips, tricks, and new hobby product
notices

█ HOT! Get free the 40-page MRH Acrylic Painting Guide PDF
(Paperback $17 on MRH store)

█ Free bonus downloads every month
█ Unlimited access to all back issues
█ 10% off coupon code every month for MRH Store /
TrainMasters TV

█ Occasional promo emails for cool model railroading
products / sales

One of those bonus downloads we keep updating and re-
releasing is our DCC Shortcuts card. As of this issue, January
2022, we’re releasing the latest version of this card, v1.4, as a
bonus extra.
Published as a PDF, the idea is you print this card out, laminate
it, and keep the card handy near your DCC system.We have
found the DCC shortcuts on this card to be a lifesaver when
working with DCC on the layout. Let’s go over what’s on this
shortcuts card.

WHAT’S ON THE DCC SHORTCUTS CARD
Working our way around the DCC shortcuts card, the major
areas include:
1. Most common CVs: This area lists the 57 common
con�iguration variables (CVs) most decoders share. If you’re
wanting to tweak one of these common CV settings on-the-�ly
with OPSMODE programming (programming on the main),
then remembering exactly which CV has reverse trim for
example (CV95) can be quite handy.
We’re assuming you’ve already digested the documentation that
camewith your decoder so you don’t need an explanation of
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what reverse trim does, you just need a quick reminder from
this list of which CV does reverse trim, for instance.
2. Doing a factory reset: If you’re seeing the decoder acting
strange, doing a factory reset back to the original decoder
settings as it came initially from the factory can be helpful.
Unfortunately, not all decoder manufacturers have implemented
decoder factory reset in exactly the sameway. This section gives
you the process for resetting most decoders once you know the
manufacturer.
3. Solving the “loco won’t move” problem: If there’s any one
problem that crops up with DCC locos, it’s why won’t the loco
move when I select it? There can be any number of reasons and
the steps in this section work through those causes method-

MRHDCC SHORTCUTS CARD | 3

2. DCC Shortcuts card key.
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ically until you either regain control of the loco or determine it’s
time to send the decoder in for repair. I discuss this section
more in example 1 below.
4. CV29 optionmapping: The single most critical CV to getting
a decoder perform like you want is CV29. This CV uses eight
different single bit on-off settings to establish much of the base
behavior of your locomotive, so being reminded of what each bit
position controls can be helpful. In addition, this section uses
bold green lettering to indicate what the recommended setting
is for each option, on or off.
One of the most useful settings at bit position 1 controls
whether or not the loco moves forward or reverse by default. If
you accidentally get the motor out leads reversed on the
decoder, this setting lets you �lip the direction with a quick CV
tweak. That beats having to take the engine apart and
unsoldering the motor leads to �lip them!
I discuss this section more in example 3 below.
5. How to get optimum low speed performance:Have you
ever wondered if there’s a best practice for getting optimum low
speed performance from your loco, here it is. Follow these steps
and you’ll get the best your loco is capable of doing as to starting
speed. I discuss this section more in the example 2 below.
6. Complete list of CV8 manufacturer IDs: If you’re wanting
to know which manufacturer made your decoder, you can
query the value of CV 8 and then look up the value on this list
without needing to remove the shell! This list is current as of
January 2022.
7. CV bit mapping: If you’re wanting to explore some binary bit
�iddling of CV values, this area gives you the bit position values.
We’re assuming you understand how to do some binary math,
or you want to learn how. Tools like JMRI DecoderPro (free) lets
you avoid all that, but if you’re interested in exploring some
binary bit �iddling math, see example 3 below.

MRHDCC SHORTCUTS CARD | 4
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8.MRHDCC Sponsoring Advertiser URLs: Since the
advertisers pay a lot of the way with MRHmagazine, we’re
letting you knowwho the DCC product advertisers are and
giving you their website URL if you’d like to explore their
offerings. While you’re there, send them a thank you for
sponsoringModel Railroad Hobbyist!

DCC C��� ����� ������� 1: L��� �����’� ����
Item area 3 has the recommended process if the loco does not
move. We’re assuming you knowwhat the locomotive’s decoder
address is set to, which typically is the number on the loco cab.
We’re also assuming you know how to use your DCC system to
program individual loco CVs [3].

MRHDCC SHORTCUTS CARD | 5

3. When the DCC shortcuts card recommends setting decoder
CV values directly, we’re talking about using the CV
programming on the main feature of your DCC system. Here
I’m using my NCE Procab hammerhead to program loco 8277
on the main. My next step will be to press the 2 button for
programming CVs.
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Let’s walk through the steps.
1. Use OpsMode (Programming on themain): To start the
debugging process, set the locomotive on the main layout (not
on the programming track), and work through the rest of the
steps using programming on the main. When you’re
programming a loco on the main and you have communication
with the decoder, it should make a slight jitter when you try
setting a CV value [4].
If the loco doesn’t make this slight jitter when you program one
of its CVs on the main, your problem could be just dirty wheels
and/or track, so double check that other locos run �ine on this
section of track and ensure that the loco wheels are not �ilthy.
2. Set CV19 to zero and try again: Using your DCC system’s
ability to program a speci�ic CV, select the locomotive cab
number and set CV 19 to a value of zero (which removes it from
a consist). If you’re communicating with the loco, remember it

4. When programming a loco on the main, most decoders
acknowledge receiving a value by jumping the loco ahead
slightly. If you don’t see this “jitter” when programming on the
main (POM), the loco may have dirty wheels, be sitting on dirty
track, or both. Try sliding the loco back and forth and then
sending the POM command again to see if the loco now
responds with this characteristic jitter.

https://mrhmag.com/user/register
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should make a slight jitter once you set CV19. Assuming the loco
indicated it received the CV19 value reset, now try to throttle up
the loco.

3. Still doesn’t move? Then ... do step 4.

4. Set CV29 to 2 and set CV1 to value 1-99: Using your DCC
system’s ability to program a speci�ic CV, select the loco cab
number, then set CV29 to 2 (two digit addressing) and set CV1
(the loco’s two digit address) to a number from 1-99. Let’s say
we set CV 1 to 10.

5. Assign throttle to value in CV1: Since we set CV1 (two digit
address) to 10 in step 4 above and assuming the loco jittered to
acknowledge the CV value reset, select loco number 10 on your
DCC system throttle, and throttle up.
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6. Still doesn’t move? Then ... do step 7.

7. Reset decoder to factory settings (CV1 goes to 3): At this
point, if the decoder isn’t responding and you have good
conductivity (indicated by the loco jittering slightly to
acknowledge a CV setting), then the decoder settings are
likely scrambled.

Do a factory reset as shown in the shortcut card area 2. This will
reset CV1 to a loco address of 3. Dial up loco 3 and throttle up.

8. Still doesn’t movewith address 3? Then ... do step 9.

9. Time to send the decoder in for repair: At this point, if
you’ve established the loco doesn’t have dirty wheels inhibiting
conductivity (the loco has been jittering to acknowledge the CV

MRHDCC SHORTCUTS CARD | 8
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value setting) and this section of track runs �ine with other
locos, then the decoder is probably in need of repair.

DCC C��� ����� ������� 2: G������ �������
���� ����� �����������
Item area 5 has our recommended process of getting an
optimum low speed out of your DCC decoder and loco. Let’s
walk through the steps.
As the card says, you need to lubricate and break in your loco
�irst. Then do the following while the loco is still warm (run the
loco at least 5 minutes continuously to warm it up):
1. Make sure speed step table in CV67-94 is linear with step
1 = 0 (CV67) and step 28 = 255 (CV94).Most decoders come
with this as the default speed table, so you can usually just
proceed directly to step 2.
2. Put the decoder in 28/128mode and speed table on (50
in CV29). Set CV3, CV4, CV65 all to zero. It’s very important to
start this process with CV3, CV4, and CV65 all set to zero. This
allows you to see immediately what the loco is doing at each
speed step. Optionally, set CV29 to 34 (turn off the speed table)
and jump directly to step 4.
3. Run the loco, then determine the slowest speed step at
which it will keep running. Once you see what speed step the
loco starts running at, you need to look at the value of that
speed step. Speed step 1 is CV67, step 2 is CV68, step 3 is CV69,
step 4 is CV70, and so on all the way up to step 28 as CV94. If the
loco starts running at step 4, then look up the value that’s in
CV70 and use it in step 4.
Optionally, you can skip this step and just jump to step 4 and put
values directly into CV2 starting with 1 and increasing the value
by 1 until the loco just barely keeps running.
4. Put the speed step value in Vstart (CV2). Use your DCC
system to put the speed step value you read from 3 into CV2.

MRHDCC SHORTCUTS CARD | 9
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Optionally, if you’ve skipped step 3, you can keep adding 1 to the
value that’s in CV2 until the value in CV2makes the loco barely
keep running without stalling.
5. Set the decoder to speed table off (34 in CV29). If you used
the speed table process in step 3, now set the speed table off by
putting 34 in CV29. If you have already set CV29 to 34 (skipping
the speed table step 3), then just move on to step 6.
6. Turn the throttle to speed step 1. The loco should just
barely start moving and keep running at this point, but it may be
a bit jerky.
7. Play with kick start to get the loco tomove consistently at
speed step 1. Tweak CV2 up if needed. Use kick start (CV65)
to give the loco a jolt when it starts. Start with 1 and work up
one at a time until the loco starts smoothly. Youmay need to
adjust CV2 up or down a bit as well.
8. Set CV 5 to desired top speed (128-255 common).Now
that you knowwhat the value needed to be in CV2 to get the
loco to start moving, use CV5 to set the top speed. If you’re
serious about not having your locos run unrealistically fast, you
may way to set the value down around 128 instead of the max of
255. In some cases, such as with switching locos, youmay even
want a max value lower than 128.
9. Set CV 6 to desiredmid-speed (40-64 common). CV6 sets
the mid-point value for your loco’s speed curve. Most often, we
�ind a linear curve is best … in other words, subtract CV2 from
CV5 and then divide by 2. If you want the loco to throttle up
more slowly, you can drop this value down a bit from halfway
between CV2 and CV5. Or if you want the loco to throttle up
more quickly, you can raise the value above halfway.
10. Now adjust acceleration, deceleration, torque
compensation, dithering, and/or BEMF as desired.Now that
you’ve got your loco speed curve established, you can play with
acceleration, deceleration, and other motor performance
characteristics your decoder may have.
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Establishing the base performance without all these settings
�irst helps gets you best set for tweaking and smoothing out
your loco’s performance from there.

DCC C��� ����� ������� 3: CV ��� ������� �������
If you’re into doing some binary bit-mapping math to set bit-
mapped CV values, then area 7 of the shortcuts card can be
helpful. As an example of how bit-mapped on-off CV settings
work, let’s take the most commonly used bit-mapped decoder
CV, CV29 as an example[5].
Binary computers work by using simple on and off values in
various bit positions to control the behavior. In binary, we use
zero to represent an off value and one to represent an on value.
Then the bit position gives us the decimal value we need if that
bit is on (a value of 1). Let’s look at CV29 to see how this works.
If I want DC sensing to be on in CV29, we can see from [5] this is

5. CV bit mapping as shown here on the shortcuts card lets
you compute the specific decimal value to put into a CV. See
the text for details.
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bit position 2 and it has a value of 4. If we want that setting to be
on (run on DC) then we set CV29 to 4. If we want that setting to
be off, then we set CV29 to zero.
Where it gets more involved is when wewant several bits to be
on or off. Let’s say we want DC sensing on and 4-digit
addressing. We already know DC sensing on is a value of 4, and
we can see from [5] that 4-digit addressing is bit 5 with a value
of 32.
To turn both of these on, we add the two numbers together, so
4+32 = 36. To turn both DC sensing and 4-digit addressing on,
we put a value of 36 in CV29.
So let’s work through all the settings possible in CV29, now that
we understand the principle.
Let’s saywe’re goingwith the bold green default settings in CV29:
█ Accessory decoder OFF (bit 7=0)
█ Reserved / not used (bit 6=0)
█ Addressing digits 4-digit ON (bit 5=32)
█ Speed table OFF (bit 4=0)
█ Railcom ignored (bit 3=0)
█ DC sensing off (bit 2=0)
█ Speed steps 28/128 ON (bit 1=2)
█ Reverse direction OFF (bit 0=0)
Adding up all the values, we see we need to put 34 into CV29 to
get these settings.
Now lets assumewewired up the motor leads incorrectly,
getting the gray lead where the orange lead should be and vice
versa. The loco runs backwards when our DCC throttle says
forward.
All we need to do is �lip bit location zero in CV29 to on, which is
a value of 1. A one in bit zero is worth 1, so we compute 34+1
and put 35 in CV29 to reverse the loco.

MRHDCC SHORTCUTS CARD | 12
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Let’s instead say CV29 is 34 aswe’ve said, butwe nowwant to use
a speed table. The speed table setting is bit 4, which has a value of
16when it’s on. Thatmeans to �lip bit 4 to on,we need to add 16
to 34, giving us a value of 50. Putting 50 into CV 29 gives us:
█ Addressing digits 4-digit ON (32)
█ Speed table ON (16)
█ Speed steps 28/128 (2)

MRHDCC SHORTCUTS CARD | 13
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Hopefully, that gives you some idea of how to use areas 4 and 7
on this shortcuts card. For more on how to do binary bit level
math, see this tutorial video:

S������
Once you understand the basics of programming your DCC
decoders, this shortcuts card comes in really handy. But this
card is not a replacement for doing your homework on how to
program DCC decoders.
So do your homework �irst, then print out this shortcuts card
and keep it near your DCC system to streamline your DCC loco
setup and troubleshooting process.�
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The perfect storm

RICK BALASSAITIS DISMANTLES AND
REBUILDS HIS LAYOUT …

“Storm chasers, not model railroaders, go looking for the
perfect storm. If you’re looking for favorable winds and calm
seas, you may not want to read further. Otherwise, grab hold
of a lifeline, put on a life vest, and take this journey to see why
a perfectly good 95-percent-complete model railroad got torn
apart and rebuilt.”
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THE PERFECT STORM | 3

Model Railroad Hobbyist | January 2022

W���� ��� � ����� �������� ��������, a perfect
storm of events led me to reconstruct 70-percent of my 95-
percent-complete N scale Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore
Lines layout. (My layout was featured in the Nov-Dec 2016 and
Jan-Feb 2017 issues of N Scale Magazine.)

�M���� 1: O�������� ���� ��� ������ ���
My seasonal work for a tax preparation company severely
restricts my playtime frommid-November to mid-April each
year. Three to four of the remaining six months include the
summer, which makes it extremely dif�icult to �ield a full
operating crew during great outdoor weather.

V��� ������
��������

1. BEFORE: I wanted to eliminate the duckunder betweenWoodbury
(center) andWestville (right) and lower a portion of the layout.
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With no crew and increasingly shaky hands limiting my kit
building, my idle mind found ways to get into trouble. My
layout’s �laws really began to bug me.
The Millville/Deepwater/Salem end of the layout desperately
needed more staging [4], and I had no way to squeeze it into the
existing layout. My current three staging tracks did not have the
capacity to run a 1950 full day’s PRSL freight train schedule:
█ The Philadelphia Transfer
█ The Camden Local
█ Six “turns”
Plus with additional staging, the tank, sand, and coal drags
could now be 25+ cars long. Longer trains look so nice in N!
My Camden Pavonia Yard [3, 4] served both ends of the layout. The
amount ofwork in this only-on-layout-yardmade it a huge
bottleneck. Nowonder nobodywanted towork the job!

THE PERFECT STORM | 4
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3. Camden Pavonia Yard remained untouched during the
project. With a capacity of more than 125 cars, it made for
safe rolling stock storage during “the storm.”

2. The
aftermath.

Moving the Camden terminating trains to staging would free
up the yard and allow balancing the traf�ic between Red Oak
Tower and Brown Tower.
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At my age, I also no longer wanted to deal with a duckunder.
And �inally, I wanted to lower a portion of the layout so I could
watch trains while working at my computer desk.
As if that wasn’t enough, my layout’s nearly completed state
was leading to somemajor boredom.
After contemplating all these things, a signi�icant portion of my
layout went from intact [1] to torn apart [2]. Left unsuper-
vised, I disconnected several sections, but left the Camden/
Philly/Manayunk end untouched.
I devised several changeswhichmight ormight notwork out:
█ I would rearrange the Westville and Woodbury sections to
be placed back to back and lowered.

█ I began planning staging for both ends along the wall
previously occupied by the town of Westville.

These changes came with complications. I realized I couldn’t
proceed until I had three people to help memove the surviving
portions of Woodbury andWestville into position. I needed to
switch the two sections around and push them together in the
middle of the room [5].
I also realized I would have to reduce the 19″ minimum radius
to 15″ in several places.
Other problems began to show up:
█ The entrance end would have restricted aisle widths.
█ Westville would now fall under unprototypical control of
Brown Tower in Camden instead of Red Oak Tower in
Woodbury.

█ Westville and Woodbury would each lose 18″ of
prototypically straight track.

█ I would be introducing the scenic challenges of a 270-degree
and a 360-degree turnback – more on that later.
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4. A track plan of my layout as it stood before the storm, 95
percent complete and perfectly adequate. Still, it had flaws I
could not easily overcome in this arrangement.
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5. Switching the sections for Westville and Woodbury was the
first step. Instead of a duckunder, I needed to figure out a
turnback solution to connect the two.

A lot of work lay ahead, as well as a lot of costs for lumber,
roadbed, track, and turnouts.
Unlike my usual approach, I set off on this revision without a
detailed scaled plan. I �igured if it didn’t work, I would just
scrap everything and start a new simpli�ied layout. After all
these years of maintaining 66 turnouts, a 4′x8′ layout began to
sound appealing! (See N Scale Magazine, Sept/Oct 2012.)

So the �irst signi�icant lesson learned from all this was
“Never leave Rick alone with his idle, dangerous and
wandering mind.”

M���� 2: R������ ����� �������
I moved all the rolling stock to the undisturbed Camden
Pavonia Yard. Fortunately, it held over 125 cars, more than
suffcient to clear the rest of the layout.
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7. This end turnback presented a scenery challenge.

6. I connected Westville to the Philly-Manyunk section of
the layout.
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8. With the framing of my nine-track staging module, the
concept was taking shape.

M���� 3: T�� �������������� ����� �����
I started the rebuild by connecting theWestville leg to the
undisturbed Philly-Manayunk section in the built-in desk unit [6].
At this point I realized I needed another sheet of plywood, eight
2x3s, four 1x3s, and another 10 turnouts.Whose dumb ideawas
this anyway?
With help �inally available, we movedWestville to the
middle/left room position and relocated Woodbury to the
middle/right room position [5].
To connect Westville andWoodbury, I built a 270-degree
turnback [7], and a 360-degree turnback to gain altitude to
connect Woodbury to Camden for continuous running options.
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With these changes, I had to reorient and re-lay more than six
feet of Woodbury’s triple track main line.
We also lowered this newmiddle-of-the-room peninsula by
shortening 18 legs.
Finally, I started the nine tracks of staging occupying the
newly-vacated far wall [8]. Aisle space turned out to be
adequate, even more than I had expected and the yard tracks
now each held 30+ freight cars.
I wound up with nine tracks of long (30+ cars) staging. That
would take the burden off the Camden Pavonia Yard crew, since
all the turnarounds (except locals) would shift to the �ive-track
south end staging yard (Millville/Deepwater/Salem).
The on-line Camden yard would now be relieved of all the
branch line “turns” by the 5 double-ended tracks on the left
side of the staging (“South Staging Yard”). Camden would still
deal with the Philly transfers and the Millville, Deepwater, and
Camden locals. I would also be able to add the prototypical
Salem local with strings of reefers operating from Camden to
the rich farming lands around Salem and back.
However, things started to add up, both in work and cost. I was
signi�icantly short of Midwest roadbed, Atlas �lex-track, and
Peco electrofrog turnouts. The new staging would require 13
additional turnouts.

M���� 4: A ���� ��� �� ����
I thought I was clever when I acquired two boxes of old AMI
roadbed to start the staging yards. That stuff was great!
You could slap it down on plywood and it would stay in place
without nails. Then I could slap the track down and it also
would stay in place and hold alignment without nails. Grass and
other scenery material also would stay in place like magic.
I had used AMI roadbed on the double-ended yard [10] on my
old layout (see N Scale Magazine Nov/Dec 2011). The remnants
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9. My new layout track plan.
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10. The double-ended yard on my former layout. I reused this
yard as the Camden Pavonia yard on the current layout.
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11. The four tracks of north end staging sit closest to the wall, with
five track south end staging in the foreground.

of that yard (now single-ended) live on as the Camden Pavonia
yard on my current PRSL layout [3].

Unfortunately, AMI has been out of business for 15-20 years,
and the surviving product in my stash had dried out. It was still
sticky enough on both sides that I didn’t have to use glue for the
cinders and ground cover, but not sticky enough to stay in place
or hold the track in alignment. I had to go back to cork.

I completed the four-track north end staging yardwith a capacity
of 114 forty-foot cars [11]. Next, I had to begin the south end,
with �ive staging yard tracks. The capacity on the south end
would be less since that yard needed to be double-ended to allow
for run-around out-and-back trainmovements [13].
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12. The original design for staging that had to be abandoned.
Compare to [13].

M���� 5:M� ������� ������� �������
I �ind that as I have aged, I am getting better at increasing my
stupidity coef�icient in layout design! I originally laid out the
north and south staging yards side-by-side [12, 13].
It dawned on me that the existing north staging yard would
enter the on-line Camden Pavonia yard from the wrong end and
at the wrong height. That meant I had to raise the north yard’s
four tracks two inches to lead to the Camden yard from the
other, higher line end [13].
The changes reduced the capacity of the north yard to 102
forty-foot cars, and the south yard to 122 cars. A lot of tuning
remained to get these tracks to run anything close to �lawlessly.
This did, however, match up with what I was reading about the
yard conditions during the Penn Central �iasco!
My layout had a lot of turnouts, most of which are around 40
years old, and I still needed to �inish two complex track areas to
once again resume operations. This is another case of “If I knew
what I was getting into, I may never have started this project.”
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The north yard holds the Deepwater electric plant coal drag,
the Penns Grove Tank Sweeper, the Philadelphia mixed-freight
yard transfer, and the Millville Sand Hog with its 14-17 empty
gondolas and covered hoppers.
The �ive-track south staging holds a loaded Sand Hog, an empty
coal drag, and a Salem local. Per the prototype, I run these all as
“turns” from Camden via south staging (three separate
branches: Deepwater/Millville/Salem). They do runarounds at
the end of their run and return to the Camden yard or north
staging. This leaves two of the �ive south staging tracks always
empty for engine runarounds [14].
The on-line Camden's Pavonia Yard is still responsible for
receiving the Philly transfer and assembling the Millville,
Deepwater, and Camden locals. The transfer will return to the
north yard staging with empties and loads designated for Phila-
delphia and the frontier beyond.

13. The staging yards in their new alignments.
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M���� 7: F������ ��� ��������
I took month six off for the holidays.

Early in the new year on month seven, a couple of my
operations group friends stopped by to help with the rebuild.

Gene, who is known as the “reach police” on one of the forums,
always counsels layout builders to minimize the layout width.
Gene says you need to easily reach trains derailed in inac-
cessible places. As a result of Gene’s advice, I made sure I built
an access hatch [15] in the loop area especially for him!

Later my friend Bob came by to tune up some of the compli-
cated trackwork [16] before it got partially buried by another
layer of track.

Meanwhile I added some shelves with LED strip lighting
underneath [17] to make it easier to ID cars in the staging
yards. The shelf itself contains my collection of Lionel TT gauge
(1:120) trains.

14. North (upper) and south (lower) staging yards stand ready
for operations.
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16. My friend Bob tunes the
complex track in [17] to make
sure it performs well before we
partially cover it with another
layer of layout.

17. I added a shelf over staging to mount strip LEDs to make it
easier to read car numbers here during op sessions.

15. My friend Gene double-
checks the modified layout
configuration for easy
access.
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19. The Glassboro loop connects the two levels of track. My
friend Gene made sure there was an access hatch in the
middle of the loop.

18. This complex system of tracks leads to the north and
south staging yards.
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20. Two-track bridge over the revised Brooklawn area.

M���� 8 - 10: A ���� �����
Month 8 started tax season for me and the beginning of a slow
progress crawl on the layout.
I still had to build a loop to gain height to reconnect the lower
level to the higher level if wewanted to have a continuous-
running option. Thismeant I had to add new section that became
known as the Glassboro loop. It partially covered the complex
trackworkwe had added to access the staging yards [18, 19].
I still needed a two-track bridge for the revised Brooklawn
section of the layout [20]. Condensed space ledme to omit one of
the prototypical twin circles in the Brooklawn area. Since it was
close to eye level, I could camou�lage its absencewith aMerit gas
company sign showing above the raised track in the area.
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I added used a scenic pro�ile board withWoodland Scenics extra
coarse turf glued on as a scenic divider to separateWestville
andWoodbury, which were at different elevations [21].
Comemonth 10, the pandemic lockdown started, leading to the
shortest tax season ever forme!

M���� 11: S������ �������������
Being home and adjusting to the new normal gave memore
time again for the layout.
Two layout building steps give me the most feeling of artistic
“soaring possibilities” are:
1. Laying track on wooden benchwork
2. Mocking-up scenery on cardboard webbing
Mock ups let me envision the beautiful possibilities laying just
down the road and around the construction bend. Final scenery,
though satisfying, never quite measures up to the unlimited
possibilities that dance in my head in these early steps.

21. Scenic divider added through Woodbury.
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23. Scenery mockup near Brooklawn.

Anyway, after coming down frommy Pepsi high, I hot-glued
down cardboard webbing, covered the areas with shopping
bags, and formed the basic scenic contours in the Glassboro
and Brooklawn areas [22, 23].

22. Mocking-up the scenery near Glassboro.
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24. Added rock face to the vertical wall to give the staging
yards a feeling of being semi-scenicked.

25. I relocated the Buzby Bros. Cement spur and extended the
PRSL power plant spur. Meanwhile, I began re-adding streets
using Patch-n-Paint.
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26. I modified the alignment for the North Woodbury -
Holloway Lumber spur.

M���� 12: R���� �� ���? D������…
All the track was now in place, and you might think I would be
able to run again, but somewhere along the line I screwed up
the DC electrical. I even managed to blow a power pack
discovering this. Two steps forward and three steps backward.

After �ighting with the electrical for more than eight weeks, I
�inally got engines around the entire layout! As basically a lone-
wolf during construction, it was brutal diving below and then
back above the layout to test continuity.

Meanwhile, I did a bit more scenery work [24, 25] and realigned
the Holloway Lumber spur [26] due to the added 270 degree
peninsula “turnback” trackage.
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E�����!
After repositioning the order of the modules, I had to switch the
common side on two of the four "legs" to mate the two oper-
ational (and electrical) towers and get them to "play nice." Just
so you know, I’m running a DC layout in N scale with common-
rail wiring.
All the trackwork was now done, but multiple locations needed
signi�icant trackwork tuning. And the summer heat in the
layout loft space has not done me any favors!
I returned the buildings to the layout and began scenery repair.
I also installed some acrylic shields to cover some details that
were now exposed to elbow damage, and to keep derailed
equipment from rolling down the Glassboro hillside to the �loor.

M���� 13: P�������, ������� ��������� �������
Wow, long road!
One year since I “foolishly” decided to improve operations! At
least there I could now light at the end of the tunnel, and I was
looking forward to resuming operations. Ten-car trains were
running relatively reliably, and I was working my way up to the
long coal drags.
I gave the Brooklawn/Timber Creek area its second pass
scenery. I still needed to put in the power house and Buzby
Bros. parking areas. The creek needed re�inishing, the work
along the banks needed improvement, and then I could return
the people.
Westville was back to normal along with part of North
Woodbury. SouthWoodbury was in good shape, but Woodbury
proper needed a lot of work, and I still needed to start the
peninsula end.

THE PERFECT STORM | 27
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27. Timber Creek trestle redone.

28. The Park N' Eat (Murphy House) greasy spoon. Looks like
a rare crowd tonight.
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29. The Glassboro/Thorofare Junction now had parking and trees.

30. Looks like the Del Monte parking lot has a farmer's
market going.
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31. Buzby Bros. cement company in Westville. I still need to
rebuild the damaged towers.

32. Mocking-up scenery for the turnback loop between
Westville and Woodbury.
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33. Laurel St. between Cooper St. and Hunter Ave. in Woodbury
followed the prototype arrangement. Here the scenery is basically
completed. It still needs lights, people, weathering, and detailing.

34. Washington Ave. in North Woodbury got extended, although it
now curves in the opposite direction of the prototype.
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M���� 14: E�� �� ��������?
Now 14months after I began my 70-percent rebuild, I �inally
took the time to attack the peninsula turnback problem. I
modi�ied half of the peninsula end to try and replicate the
Broad Street Lake section in NorthWoodbury [32].
I have rarely enjoyed such a string ofmodeling ambition and I
rode thewave as long as possible. As I concluded the scenery
wave, it’s time to prepare for an operating session.
Sixteen months after I started, I was �inally ready to run trains
again.
You’ll have to wait to next month to see how the initial
operating session went. In the meantime, let me summarize
the process.

C����������
When you get bored, should you tear apart a perfectly good
model railroad?
That is a question only you can answer. Considering several
other questions might help you �ind an answer:
█ What will it cost? Lumber is expensive, as are track and
turnouts.

█ Do you have the time and help you need? Few modelers can
do all things well alone, especially if they require moving
something big.

█ Have issues that demand �ixing? Duckunders, staging, etc.
█ What new issues might your changes create? Sharper
curves, scenic challenges, etc.

If you decide to proceed, take the time to make a plan. Make
sure the track meets where it is supposed to.
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Would I do it again? If you had asked that question half the time
I was under construction, the answer would probably have
been no. If you were to ask me that question today, I would say
yes, and I would encourage you to go for it.
I can now run trains twice as long as before, I have no
duckunders, and I have enough staging to run a complete
1950s PRSL freight schedule without having to fake anything.
Camden Pavonia yard operators will no longer need to be
carried out of the train room exhausted on a stretcher.
The perfect storm I created with my old layout washed away
the potential of what my layout could be. It’s clear skies
overhead with the rebuilt layout.�
Postscript: Right on Track Models has just made a kit for the
Woodbury Station [35] which will be a �itting crown for my
upgraded layout.

35. The Woodbury Station. Right on Track Models has just made
a kit, which will be a fitting crown for the layout.

“Theperfect storm I createdwithmyold layout
washed away the potential ofwhatmy layout could
be. It’s clear skies overheadwith the rebuilt layout.”
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RICK BALASSAITIS

Rick grewup inWestville andWoodbury
Heights, alwayswithin a block of the PRSL.
Although he preferred coalmountain rail-
roading, he knew eventually hewould
model his hometown railroadwith its ugly
“black” Baldwins.Woodbury is the junction
for 3 southernNJ branchlines toMillville
(manufacturing), Salem (farm), andDeep-
water (chemical/petroleum).

Right on TrackModels created a kit of theWoodbury station.
Most of the industries serviced inWestville andWoodbury
have fairly accurate stock buildings, and theWalther’s Union
station is a stand-in for the Philadelphia 30th street station.
Rick has a stable of Atlas Baldwin VO-1000swhich handle the
yard switching, but no onemakes the Baldwin AS16Road
switchers inN scale. Fortunately the PRSL’s parent companies
sent all their old steamand diesel engines to live out their last
days on PRSL tracks, somost of their smaller engines are legiti-
mate to run.
The freight cars are steamdiesel erawith amix of 30%PRR,
15%Reading and 5%of the adjoining railroads (CNJ, B&O, LV,
Erie, NYC, C&O, N&W), 15%Misc and 5%PFE just because he
likes thembetter than Pennsy’s FGE.
Rick has beenmarried almost 50 years, andGodhas blessed
himwith 4 children, 13 grandchildren, and 1 great grandchild.█
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Modeler’s survey of glues Part 1

JEFF PALMER LOOKS AT GLUES
WITH A MODEL RAILROADER’S EYE …

V��� ������
��������

F�� ���� ��������, “glue” is a general term describing
the substance used to connect two parts. What glue to use and
when to use it is a reoccurring theme. I’d like to talk about some
of the glues commonly used in model and scenery construction.
You might think this is a “no-brainer” topic, but I can’t tell how
frequently it elicits the same controversy as religion and
politics. I don’t understand why some have such an emotional
attachment to the subject, but here’s what I know.

Model Railroad Hobbyist | January 2022

1. Various
types of
“white glues.”
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W���� ����
The most popular glue used in modeling is “white glue” also
known as “PVA” – Poly-Vinyl Acetate. Elmer’s Glue All, Pacer’s
Formula 560, or Aleene’s Tacky Glue are examples of PVA glues.
We’ve used this type of glue since elementary school and
today, we use it for everything: scenery, model structure
construction, and basic woodworking like benchwork.
A variation of PVA type glues are the yellow wood glues like
Titebond, Gorilla Wood Glue, and Elmer’s Wood Glue. All these
glues are water-based.
The differences between the glues are a matter of personal
choice and preference, for example:
A) PVA - Formula 560 is thicker than Elmer’s Glue-All, but

more expensive than Aleene’s Tacky Glue. These all dry clear.
Glued parts can be separated with a chisel and great care.
B) Yellow glues, wood glues, dry yellow. This glue is more

brittle than its PVA counterpart, but bonds more securely to
wood. If you try to separate two parts, you risk ruining one or
both parts. Choose wisely. I use each of these glues differently.
Taking this a step further, I like to use Aleene’s Tacky Glue for
kitbashing. Aleene’s was developed for scrapbooking. It does
not dry hard, and it cleans up easily. It’s great for gluing details
to structures or adding them to a scene.
For construction, Aleene’s works as well as any other “white”
glues, with the advantage is that it is thicker and tackier, so it
doesn’t run. With a little time and care, you can dissemble
Aleene’s bonds with little damage. I’ve done this many times.
“Canopy Glue” (Formula 560) is a thick “white” glue developed
for airplane modelers to glue canopies to the fuselage without
showing glue marks or crazing the clear plastic. Canopy glue
makes an excellent clear-drying construction glue.
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“SUPERGLUE” FOR CARDSTOCK - J. FUGATE

White glues, or PVA as our friends across the
pond call it, has been the go-to cardstock glue
for decades.
Once I discovered Roket Card Glue by Deluxe
Materials, that has changed. Roket Card Glue is
nowmy go-to glue for cardstock.
Roket Card Glue is the closest thing I’ve found to a

“superglue” for cardstock. It grabs quickly, enablingme to
keepmoving onmy cardstockmodel constructionmuch faster
thanwhite glue. Roket Card Glue also glues cardstock to other
materials such as plastic, wood, leather, and evenmetal.
One ofmy favorite construction techniques is to build a
structure core of foam core and laminate styrene onto it with
Roket Card Glue.
I also ama fan of photo laminate structure techniques
popularized by LanceMindheim – but instead of the 3M Super
77 that Lance recommends, I prefer Roket Card Glue.
I’ve foundwhen I use a styrene structure core, Roket Card
Glue ismore forgiving than 3MSuper 77.With the 3M
adhesive you get one try and hope you don’tmess up. Roket
Card Glue grabs quickly, but it also allowsme a second or two
to get the alignment right before it grabs completely.
Full disclosure:DeluxeMaterials is anMRHadvertiser –we
even did a promo video for Roket Card Glue here:
youtu.be/BbqulVafnBg
However, if I takemyMRHhat off and just put onmymodel
railroading hat, the DeluxeMaterials' products in these side
notes have becomemy go-tomodeling products for the
speci�ic uses I give. Roket Card Glue hasmade cardstock
modeling fun again.█

https://mrhmag.com
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3. Scenery glue alternatives to “white glue.”

Around the turn of the twentieth century, cheap window glass
tended to be wavy and more translucent than transparent.
Canopy glue simulates early windows well, by not allowing the
viewer to make out interior details – or lack thereof.

2. Thicker PVA or “white glues.”
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Yellow glues have additives that give it its color and help it
soak into wood pores better for a stronger bond. Yellow glue
dries hard and tends to be more brittle than white glue. You
can only disassemble yellow joints with dif�iculty and often
with damage to one or both components.
A major use of “white” glue in model railroading is scenery.
Most of the time, scenic glue is a 50/50 water/glue mixture,
useful for laying down dirt, ground cover (not including static
grass), and ballast.
I pre-spray the area I’m going to work with 90% isopropanol
alcohol to break surface tension so the water-based glue can
soak in easier. Some use soap, though I �ind soap can cause
foaming issues.
Noch, Scenic Master, Hornby, and other venders offer tubs of
much thicker PVAs. I �ind that most use them for specialty
work, although that would make for another article [2].
Glue sticks used to bePVAsbut are nowacrylic polymers –
Polyvinylpyrrolidone or PVP. ThoughPVPs tend to be fast and clean,
they are alsoweak adhesives. Theydonot stick aswell as PVA.
Glue sticks are probably my least frequently used glue. They
can be useful for gluing paper roo�ing material to wood or
cardboard sub-roofs, or for gluing signage to wood or
chipboard structures [3].
Final note: Elmer’s School Glue is NOT a PVA. It’s made from
corn starch and a couple of non-toxic chemicals. I have not had
good success with this glue, but I have heard of others having
success using it on scenery.
If you are curious about what’s in your glue, Google the glue
name followed by SDS or MSDS. This will bring up the “Safety
Data Sheet” (SDS) or the “Materials Safety Data Sheet” (MSDS)
which will identify the major chemicals used in the
formulation of the glue [4].

https://mrhmag.com
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4. Safety sheet for Elmer’s Wood Glue.
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5. Super
glues and
super glue
accelerators.

CA (����� ����)
Another very popular type of glue is the Cyanoacrylate glue,
CA, or “super glue.” This glue bonds to everything: metal,
wood, plastic, of glass.
CA is ideal for attaching metal or plastic detail parts to wood,
plastic, or metal structures. The advantage of super glue is that
it will bond dissimilar materials to each other. It will also glue
you to anything, so be careful.
Acetone (nail polish remover), or Dimethylformamide (bsi Un-
Cure) serve as the basis for a variety of super glue de-bonders
if you should glue something wrong. Any of the de-bonders will
work, but they contain toxic chemicals. If you are de-bonding
yourself from something, be sure to wash the treated area with
soap and water afterwards.
CA is a mixed bag for me. On the one hand, its versatility in
gluing anything to anything else is often a life-saver. Especially
when you’re working with metal on metal.
On the other hand, CA tends to be a little messy because of its

https://mrhmag.com
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6. Various viscosities of CA from Zap and Bob Smith Industries.

viscosity. It runs, dries quickly and can be dif�icult to contain
on the model. Using CA requires forethought. I’ll use CA
anywhere I can cover it with paint.
Stains and CA do not work well together. The lower the
viscosity, the thinner the glue, the greater the problem with
wood. CA absorbs into the wood, altering the stain.
Glue with a lower viscosity can spread to a larger area or �low
downhill more easily. This quality can be useful for gluing along
an inside seam of two parts. I tend to use a thick gel CA as it’s
easier to control and generally has a longer working time [6].
CA dries brittle, but the joints are often very dif�icult to
disassemble. It can be done, but it’s more like cutting it apart
than disassembly.
I also use CA gels to �ill �laws, especially when working with
plastic. In a recent project, I needed to �ill a 1/16″ gap between
the tender and the engine frame on both sides of a Climax
locomotive. I used some CA gel and sanded it to shape.
This is where I learned that CA can be brittle. I used an
aggressive sanding stick (a �ingernail emery board) and had to

https://mrhmag.com/user/register
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Jeff Palmer is correct when he says that “CA
dries brittle.” That brittle, in�lexible nature
of the bond tends to be one of superglue’s
greatest shortcomings. In fact, one of the
most famous ways to “re-kit” a resin car
assembled with CA is to put it into the
freezer, since the superglue bonds will not
�lex as the resin shrinks due to the cold.

Enter �lexible rubberized superglue!
That’s right, rubberized superglue. In fact, I’ve come to like
the �lexible variety of superglue so much that I’ve abandoned
regular superglue for the most part and keep just the �lexible
variety on hand instead.
I’ve found several sources for �lexible superglue. First,
modelers familiar with Bob Smith’s superglues will �ind they
sell a thin (turquoise label) and thick (pink label) version of
their well-known hobbyist superglues. This is great glue, but
it’s not cheap, generally going for $6-$8 a bottle.
In recent years, the major superglue manufacturers have
picked up on how great �lexible superglue is, generally as a
thicker gel. I like to keep the Bob Smith thin �lexible
superglue with the turquoise label on hand because it’s more
like the thin superglue I’m used to using. And for the thicker
superglue, the major brands generally cost less.

You can find Loctite Super Glue Ultra Gel and
Gorilla Super Glue Gel at most any Home
Depot, Lowes, orWalmart. Thesemass
market flexible thick superglues generally sell
for $4-$6 a bottle.

See the shopping list link at the end of this article for where to
order these glues. █

FLEXIBLE CA/SUPERGLUE - J. FUGATE
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go to a milder 200-grit sanding stick. The more aggressive
\emery board was chipping the CA, forcing me to �ill the �ill, so
to speak.
There are also “Accelerators” to speed CA’s dry time.
Sprinkling baking soda on the glue or spraying it with a 1:50
mix of baking soda and distilled water – 1/2 tsp of baking soda
in 1/4-cup of distilled water – also works. Be sure to use
distilled water because tap water may contain minerals and
impurities that cause discoloration or otherwise interfere with
the reaction.

P������
Plastic glues are primarily designed to work with styrene or
ABS plastics, not nylon or Delrin. They can either be cements
or welders. Whereas cements act as a bonding agent to adhere
two parts together, welders soften the parts’ surfaces and fuse
them together.
Cements and solvents can work well with styrene or ABS
plastics, though they are not effective with nylon or Delrin.

7. Plastic
cements.
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I bought a quart of Methyl Ethyl
Ketone (MEK) at the hardware
store a couple decades ago and
used it as an inexpensive styrene
glue. But MEK is nasty stuff and
due to restrictions it’s become
harder to �ind. In recent years I’ve
looked for an alternative. If you
�ind MEK Substitute, you will
discover the main ingredient is
Ethyl Acetate.
While you can buy pure Ethyl

Acetate (EA) in quarts for about $30, Klean Strip/Jacso MEK
Substitute is 100% EA and it sells for just $16 a quart, or $25
per gallon – see the shopping list at the end of this article for
details.
EA works slightly slower than MEK on styrene, but you can
store it and apply it just like MEK. I’m fully satis�ied with it
and will never go back to MEK.
I put EA in a plastic dropper bottle for general use as a less
toxic replacement for lacquer thinner as well. For instance,
when cleaning paint off the tops of my scratchbuilt turnout
rails, I use my EA dropper bottle and a few Q-tips. Takes the
dried paint right off, slick as can be!
I like to put EA in a plastic dropper bottle with a #30 needle
tip for use as a styrene glue. Makes applying solvent to the
styrene go quickly. The trick is to put a small amount of EA in
the bottle and hold the bottle nearly �lat to get better �low
control. Tipping the bottle straight up dramatically increases
the �low, making the glue go everywhere.

MEK SUBSTITUTE? - J. FUGATE
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8. Tube cement for plastics (not
recommended except as filler – use
liquid cements for normal styrene
gluing).

MEK SUBSTITUTE? CONTINUED …

Do note, however, that EA if left exposed to the air for a while
turns to acetic acid. If you use EA on your railheads, clean the
railheads with mineral spirits to remove the EA when you’re
done. We don’t want anything acid on our track!
EA is far less toxic than ME by quite a bit, but in concentrated
form, it’s not harmless. It has a strong fruity odor and if you
drink it, it will make you tipsy like ethyl alcohol (e.g., vodka).
Like ethyl alcohol (ethanol), it will burn your eyes and mucus
membranes if you get it there by accident. And like ethanol,
it’s not good for your organs, particularly your liver if you
drink it. And as with ethanol, EA can be quite �lammable in
concentrated form.
Your body makes EA in small quantities as a by-product of
metabolism. Plus, they put small amounts of EA in wine or
foods to give it a fruity taste. But concentrated EA needs to be
treated with respect, as with all concentrated chemicals. █
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Plastic welders frequently use MEK (Methyl Ethyl Ketone),
Methylene Chloride, Acetone, or Toluene-based solvents, any
of which gives off toxic vapors. Be sure to work in a properly
ventilated area when using plastic welders.
For plastic cements and welds, the lower the viscosity, the
more dif�icult to control. Low-viscosity glues are best for joints
where you can apply glue from the backside, with gravity to
help it �low along the seam. It is important not to allow the
glue to run down the face of the model.
I tend to use a tube with higher viscosity glue to make it easier
to control. Testors makes a special “Clear Plastic” glue
speci�ically for clear plastic parts that won’t craze (frost) clear
plastic, though I prefer canopy glue.
I’ve been using MEK for years. I buy a quart of MEK for about
the same price as a couple of tubes of hobby plastic glue [8].
I’m constantly looking for the “perfect” glue. To understand the
composition of the glue you are using, read the label or go
online and �ind the Tech and MSDS Sheets.
Many of the tube cements use bonding agents too numerous to
list here, but check out your favorite glue. I’ve been a Testors
user for years, and I tend to use what is familiar to me.
One of the common problems when using plastic glues is the
accidental �ingerprint. If you run into this problem, use a
2000-grit sanding sheet. Work the area gently to avoid
removing detail.
One last note on plastic glue. Have you ever needed a thick bead
of glue to �ill a depression, or create a weld bead on a model? I
keep an old Testors glue bottle with about an 1/8″ of glue in it,
and I cut up old sprue pieces and add to the bottle. Just a few
pieces at a time – you don’t want to overwhelm the liquid.
I check the bottle from time to time to make sure the plastic is
dissolving. I keep doing this until I have a thick, liquid plastic
“goo” (technical term). I use this plastic to �ill depressions or

https://mrhmag.com
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TENAX7R - J. FUGATE

I sought out and used Tenax7R in the past because
it has these useful attributes:
█ Glues styrene, ABS, and acrylic plastics
█ Bonds quickly, in circa 10 seconds
█ Non�lammable
█ Evaporates extremely fast
On that last bullet point, I always found once I

broke the seal on the Tenax7R bottle, it would evaporate in a
couple weeks even with the cap on. Very annoying, because
getting only one use out of an entire bottle makes it very
pricey glue. Still, it was the only glue I could �ind at the time
that would glue all these various plastics together.
The original Tenax7R is no longer manufactured because of
concerns over the main ingredient, Dichloromethane
(methylene chloride). Not to be deterred, a company called

JM Hobby Supply developed an almost identical
formula: Styrene Tack-It II, a direct replacement
for Tenax7R. Check the shopping list link at the
end of this article for a web link.
But Tenax7R and its replacement Styrene Tack-It II
are not friendly glues, so do use it with caution: see
the warnings below for its main ingredient,
Dichloromethane.

Dichloromethane (methylene chloride)
Dichloromethane (DCM) has high volatility, making it an acute
inhalation hazard. It can also be absorbed through the skin. DCM
ismetabolized by the body to carbonmonoxide, potentially
leading to carbonmonoxide poisoning. Prolonged skin contact
can result in DCMdissolving some of the fatty tissues in the skin,
causing skin irritation orworse, chemical burns.

WHAT’SNEAT | 10MODELER’S SURVEY OF GLUES | 14
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In people with pre-existing heart problems, exposure to DCM
can cause abnormal heart rhythms and/or heart attacks,
sometimes without any other symptoms of overexposure.
Regulation: In many countries, products containing DCM
must carry labels warning of its significant health risks.
In the European Union, the European Parliament voted in
2009 to ban the use of DCM in paint-strippers for consumers
andmany professionals.
OnMarch 15, 2019, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) issued a final rule to prohibit the manufacture (including
importing and exporting), processing, and distribution of
methylene chloride in all paint removers for consumer use.
A safer alternative to Tenax7R

Asmentioned, I liked Tenax7R because it
bonded awide variety of plastics. I have
sincemoved to usingDeluxe Materials
Plastic Magic 10s asmy Tenax7R
replacement glue. It has very similar
attributes, with the added benefit of
harmless fumes:

█ Glues styrene, ABS, and acrylic plastics
█ Bonds fairly quickly, usually 10-15 seconds
█ Nonflammable
█ Odorless, non-sniffable
█ Evaporation from the bottle almost non-existant
(hooray)

You can find Deluxe Materials Plastic Magic 10s from
hobby shops online, or you can get a bottle from Liquid RC
here for ~$11with shipping, see the shopping list link at
the end of this article for details.
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Deluxe Materials has gone the extra mile with their
engineering on this product. It comes in a squat square bottle
that’s virtually impossible to tip over. And they include an extra
long brush in the package so you can get every last drop out of
the corners of the bottle. I am delighted it’s the exact opposite
of Tenax7R. Plastic Magic 10s has a very low volatility, which
means it doesn’t evaporate quickly like Tenax7R did.
Although Plastic Magic 10s claims to bond in as little as 10
seconds, I find depending on the plastics I’m using, it can take a
bit longer to form a good bond. Even though it is slower than
Tenax7Rwas, due to the other advantages, I’m fine with the
slightly slower bonding speed.
In fact, I have read online where some folks disliked Tenax7R
because they found it was too fast. See this MRH Forum post
for more:
forum.mrhmag.com/post/tenex7r-
alternative-12217721?highlight=ethyl+acetate&pid=1331377311
Full disclosure:Deluxe Materials is anMRH advertiser.
However, if I takemyMRH hat off and just put onmymodel
railroading hat, the Deluxe Materials' products in these side
notes have becomemy go-to modeling products for the uses I
discuss. That's certainly true of Plastic Magic 10s – it's a great
replacement for Tenax7R, with none of the nasty side effects. █
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create weld lines on models. DO NOT use it to bond two parts
together, as the glue has been weakened by dissolving of the
sprue plastic.
I’m looking to replace this process with the new UV Plastic
glue. It looks promising.

E����
Epoxy is a universal bonding agent that you can use on almost
everything. If you’re dealing with nylon or Delrin, epoxy is the
glue of choice. Make sure you do a little research, as not all
epoxies are created equal.
Despite the packaging, epoxies do not dry clear but with an
off-clear to amber tint. It also frequently traps air bubbles
during the mixing process. For general modeling, epoxy tends
to be too thick and takes too long to cure.
To resolve the thickness issue, I use an eye dropper or pipette
to add MEK to the epoxy mixture one drop at a time until it
reaches the desired viscosity. Thinning the epoxy will allow it
to �low into hard-to-reach crevasses. Adding MEK to the epoxy
also increases its cure time, so you are going to wait longer.
I use epoxy to �ill gaps and depressions, or I build up joints
such as corners that need extra strength. Epoxy is awkward
and dif�icult to use in small quantities, but its value in adding
strength is immeasurable. I use epoxy to add structural
strength to a model.
I recently used CA to attach brass domes to a plastic boiler, but
I sometimes knock them off while working with the model. To
solve this, I reattach the domes with CA.
Then I mix up some epoxy thinned with MEK, and �ill the
domes so the epoxy �lows into the top of the boiler, making a
very strong bond.
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Jeff spent 50 years developing software, and
25 years as a college professor. During that
time, he was a modeler. He loves to build
structures, bridges, scenery, and locos, and
his interest is in logging and mining
(narrow gauge). He enjoys the ruggedness
of logging and mining railroads, and the

scenery and landscape. Model railroading allows him to
expand his skill set, work with his hands, and share with
his friends, the things he has learned.
About two years ago, he completed his MMR (Master Model
Railroader) certi�icate from the NMRA. During that journey,
he had the privilege of meeting manymodelers he looked
up to. He hopes to be a part of that group someday. █

JEFF PALMER

9. Examples of two-part
epoxy glue.
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10. Table of glues in this article.

S������
Here is a chart [10] to summarize this month’s article. In part
2, I will �inish the glue discussion.�

To get a shopping list for this article, visit theMRHwebsite at this link:
mrhmag.com/magazine/2022-01/glues-1-shopping
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� GREATMODELER VIDEOS ON THEWORLDWIDEWEB

Opera�ng Coal Loader - LIVE Coal Loads in HO
YouTubemodelerNSmodeler24 (Josh Clark) demos his live coal
loading operation. Josh explains howhemanaged to get live coal
loading towork reliably inHO. His operators’must love actually
getting to load the coal trains!

Give this fascinating video a watch, it
shows what’s possible in HO scale with
some clever modern technology.�
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NEW PRODUCTS FOR ALL SCALES
Atlas has announced
plans to produce a
special 4th of July boxcar
in N, HO and O scales.
The unique artwork

celebrates America’s Independence Day.
Info: Contact a dealer.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Missouri Paci�ic Historical
Society has released a new book
titled Selected Photographs from the
Missouri Paci�ic Historical Society
Archives. Edited by Charles A.
Duckworth, this new 160 page
publication contains over 170 images
with most in large format on the 8.5 x

11″ page. The photos are selected from the more than 5,000
negatives and slides taken by the late Joe Collias.
Info: www.mopac.org/store
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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REPORT THE LATEST HOBBY
INDUSTRY NEWS ...

THELATESTMODELRAILROADPRODUCTS,NEWS&EVENTS
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Morning Sun Books has
released Volume 1 of Guilford
Rail System In Color. This new
book offers striking
photography of the entire
Guilford Rail System from its
western end in New York State
to lines in eastern New

England. Author Jeremy F. Plant covers the entire Guilford
story from its formation in the early 1980s via the merger of
the Delaware & Hudson, Boston & Maine, and Maine Central
lines; to its renaming as Pan Am in 2006.
An April release date has been set for Chesapeake & Ohio Power
In Color. Authored by Stephen M. Timko, this �irst volume
features a range of motive power from the single GE 44-tonner
through the Alco and EMD/GMD switchers, as well as the �leet
of narrow-gauge Atlas and GE dock pushers. Photos of
passenger and freight power include EMD E7s and E8a, F7As,
F7bs, and FP7s.
Info: www.morningsunbooks.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Railroads of Montana has released
Jerry Quinn, Sr Rail Photo Diary –
Western Railroads 1960s thru 1990s.
Edited by Dale Jones, the 92-page, 11
x 8.5ʹʹ landscape book contains over
175 photos of railroad operations in
Spokane’s Inland Empire and around

the US from the 1960s to the 1990s.
Info: railroads-of-montana.com/Quinn%20Rail%20Diary.htm
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Paul Bradt has released a new soft cover book titled More
Intermediate Arduino and 3D Print Model Railroad Projects. The
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153-page book offers project ideas using the
Arduino micro controller, the Raspberry Pi
single board computer, and several 3D print
projects. Projects include arc welding
emulators, fast clocks, automatic block signal
systems, reverse loop control, Java interface
applications and others. A range of 3D print
projects are included. A printed edition and a

Kindle version are available.
Info: www.amazon.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HO SCALE PRODUCT NEWS
New HO scale kits coming from
Accurail include this triple-bay
Center Flow covered hopper
based on a prototype ACF built

in 1970. The ex-Rock Island car is patched with Milwaukee
Road reporting marks. The kits will be available singly and in a
3-pack with different road numbers.

This Canadian National twin-bay open
hopper will also be available in a 3-
pack in March. The HO kit represents
a prototype delivered to CN in Febru-

ary 1947. All Accurail HO scale car kits come with Accumate
couplers and appropriate trucks with Delrin wheelsets.
Info: www.accurail.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Athearn has
released its
production
schedule for Febru-

ary 2023. At the top of the long list are four versions of an EMD
SD80MAC diesel locomotive. Two road numbers will be
available for Conrail in the as-delivered paint scheme. CR details
include operating red marker lights, a small EMD front pilot/
plow, a Leslie 3-chime horn and pilot-mounted ditch lights.

Athearn has
included four CSX
road numbers in
this production run.
The ex-Conrail
units will be
available in both
YN2 and YN3 CSX
paint schemes.

Former Conrail
SD80MAC units
patched for NS will

JANUARYHO SCALE PRODUCT NEWS | 4
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EMD SD80MAC
The SD80MAC is a 5,000hp C-C locomo�ve EMD built
for Conrail in 1995-96. The 80-foot prototype used
EMD’s 20-cylinder 710G3B prime mover, a huge

diesel engine with an oil capacity of 510 gallons and a water cool-
ing capacity of 342 gallons. A key spo�ng feature of the SD80MAC
is the wide radiator housing similar to GE locomo�ves. Addi�onal
details include rear number boards, the placement of the front
number boards above the cab windows, and recessed red marker
lights in the nose.

R. Bale
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be available from Athearn in four road numbers. The selection
of horns and selective use of anti-glare nose-paint re�lect CR
practice.

Athearn has
included a what-if
CNW paint scheme
in this release.

Justi�ication for the fantasy model is based on an order for 15
SD80MACs that CNWwas forced to cancel pending its merger
with Union Paci�ic.

Athearn is preparing
tooling for a Genesis
2.0 version of an
EMD’s SD90MAC-H.

In 1996, EMD built the SD90MAC-H using a slightly modi�ied
SD80MAC car body to house the newly developed twin-turbo,
4-cycle 256H prime mover. The safety cabs are the same but
engine cooling requirements for the 256H resulted in a sloped
hood above the prime mover. Prior to this project a true HO
scale model of a SD90MAC-H has only been available in brass.

In addition to EMD
demonstrator No.
8204, decorating
schemes on
Athearn’s new
SD90MAC-H will
include Union
Paci�ic No. 8503,

which was a repaint of EMD’s demo.

V��� ������
��������
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Athearn is
planning a Febru-
ary 2023 release
date for a new run
of SD45-2 diesels.

The HO scale Genesis 2.0 model is based on a Dash-2 version of
EMD’s 20-cylinder 3600 hp locomotive that was 3 feet longer
than the original SD45 and rode on high-adhesion trucks.
The Santa Fe re-painted �ive SD45-2s in celebration of the
nation’s 200th birthday. Athearn will offer an HO version of
Santa Fe’s colorful Bicentennial paint scheme. BNSF is
currently restoring SD45-2 No. 5704, including a Bicentennial
paint scheme. Upon completion No. 5704 will be donated to
the Southern California Railway Museum in Perris, CA.

Additional Santa Fe
SD45-2s will be
available from
Athearn in blue and
yellow pinstripe.

Road speci�ic details include an early style anticlimber, snow
plow pilot, air conditioner, and a beacon light that is functional
on DCC models.

EMD SD45-2 L���������
The SD45-2 is a 6-axle, 3,600 hp diesel electric road
switcher built by EMD. It is powered by EMD’s 20-
cylinder 645E3 prime mover. The SD45-2 was an

improved version of EMD’s SD45; the primary visual difference
being the lack of flared radiators on the SD45-2. Although
problems with EMD’s big 20-cylinder engine had been mostly
overcome, interest in the big diesel guzzling engine had begun to
fade by the �me the SD45-2 was introduced in 1972.

R. Bale
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Helm Atlantic Leasing
acquired two SD45-2s
from CSX in the 1990s.
Athearn’s HO scale
Primed for Grime
edition features ditch
lights, a snow plow pilot,
a 3-chime horn, and
heavily faded CSX paint.

Norfolk Southern
models will be
available in Erie
Lackawanna

Heritage paint, and in a black and white horsehead scheme. NS
features include ditch lights, sun shades, an air conditioning
unit, Sinclair antennas, and a Leslie RS3L horn mounted on the
long hood.

Completing
Athearn’s release of
SD45-2s is a
Seaboard Coast Line
locomotive
originally owned by
the Atlantic Coast
Line. Unique
features include an

oscillating headlight (functional on DCC equipped models), a
�irecracker radio antenna, and a nose-mounted headlight.

Features included on all Athearn Genesis 2.0 models, including
the SD80MAC, SD90MAC-H and SD45-2 mentioned in this
report, will include etched see-through walkway steps, coupler
cut levers, rubber MU and trainline hoses, cab interior,
windshield wipers, lift rings, wire grab irons, and fuel tanks
detailed with fuel �illers, fuel gauges, and breather pipes. The
LED lighting systems include illuminated number boards and
ground lights. The models will be available for DC operations

https://mrhmag.com
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with a DCC-ready 21-pin NEM Quick Plug connector. DCC
sound models will have dual sugar cube speakers.

New HO scale freight car
models coming from
Athearn in early 2023
include a GATC 20,000

gallon acid service tank car. The Genesis series model will have
etched metal walkways, separate wire grabs and handrails,
coupler lift bars, rubber trainline and brake hoses, full
underframe detail including air brake reservoir, control valve,
and brake cylinder with plumbing and brake rod details; and
double-shelf knuckle couplers. The cars will have roller-
bearing trucks with machined metal wheelsets and rotating
bearing caps.

Road names will include
UCLX-Occidental Chemicals
Corporation, and four
different versions of GATX
cars.
A 54′ FMC 4700 cu. ft.
triple–bay covered hopper
is also due from Athearn
early next year. Road

names will be FMC, Arthur Farmers Elevator, Procor, Val-U-Hi,
and a Chicago & North Western/Klemme car in a Primed for
Grime scheme.
The Ready-to-Roll model will have see-through etched-metal
end platforms. The type of outlet gates will be road speci�ic.
Roller-bearing trucks rated at 100-tons will have 36″
machined wheelsets.

Additional Ready-to-Roll
models scheduled for
release in February 2023
include a 50′ Evans boxcar
with double plug doors.
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Road names will be Chicago
& North Western, Hartford &
Slocomb, Jeld-Wen,
Tropicana, and Louisville,
New Albany & Corydon.
Athearn has included 3-
packs of 20′ stackable
containers in its February
2023 schedule. Decorating

schemes in this release will be Container King, Hyundai,
Evergreen, CGM, and MACS.

New Roundhouse brand HO
scale models coming early
next year include a 50′

gondola with a removable cover.
Three numbers each will be
available for CB&Q-
Burlington, Nickel Plate Road,

Soo Line, Rock Island, and Southern Railway.
Info: www.athearntrains.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Broadway Limited has
released to dealers an HO
scale model of a Union
Paci�ic 4-6-6-4 Challenger
steam locomotive. The BLI

model represents the class CSA-2 series of Challengers as they
appeared after 1947. The locomotive superstructure and
tender body are brass mounted on diecast metal chassis.
BLI has created three variations of the CSA-2 Challenger: 1)
With the front engine as-delivered, 2) with the front engine
rebuilt and, 3) with the front engine cast with integral
cylinders. Each version is available both fully decorated and
painted but unlettered.
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The models feature
Paragon4 sound and
control system with
Rolling Thunder sound,
dual mode DC and DCC
operation, and a capacitor
pack for consistent

electrical pick-up. The capacitor pack is automatically
disabled on program track for full compatibility with JMRI
Decoder Pro.
Info: www.broadway-limited.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ExactRail has released another
production run of its popular
Southern Paci�ic wood chip
gondola. The superbly detailed
Platinum series HO scale model
represents a composite

prototype with wood sides and a steel frame as built by
Gunderson in 1965. Features include narrow-style draft gear
box, Kadee No. 58 metal couplers, and ASF 100-ton Ride Control
trucks with machined metal wheelsets.

The ready-to-run model is
available decorated for
Southern Paci�ic in an as-
delivered 1965 scheme, SP in
post-1975 paint, the same with
a Pooh moniker, and SP

stenciled with Return to Georgia RR. Completing this release is
a Georgia Paci�ic car in a powder blue paint scheme. An
undecorated kit is also available.

The 4427 cu. ft. covered hopper
produced by Pullman Standard
in the 1960s was one of the
principal cars that replaced

JANUARYHO SCALE PRODUCT NEWS | 10
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boxcars in grain service. ExactRail has completed another
release of its highly-rated HO scale version of the classic
4427 car.

Notable items on the Platinum
series model include a photo-
etched stainless steel roofwalk
and brake platform, wire
coupler cut levers, Kadee No. 58

metal couplers, and 100-ton ASF Ride Control trucks with
machined metal wheelsets.

Six road numbers are available
for models decorated for Santa
Fe (in 1965 as-delivered paint),
Kansas City Southern (as-
delivered in 1964), and TLDX-

Peavey Co. (as-delivered in 1964).
A Milwaukee Road car
shopped and repainted in
1981 is available in one road
number. Three road numbers
each are available for EUGX

Far-Mar-Co (1975 repaint), and a TLDX C-G-F Grain and TLDX-
West Central, both in 1964 as-delivered paint.
Info: www.exactrail.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Kadee’s latest freight car
release is a 40′ Western Paci�ic
PS-1 boxcar. The HO scale
ready-to-run model accurately
replicates a prototype built in
1951 with 6′ Youngstown

sliding doors. The model is decorated in WP’s standard boxcar
red with black ends and roof. Features include scale-size grab
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irons, ladders, and stirrup steps; see-throughbrake step and
runningboards, and an accurately detailed brakewheelwith proper
curved contour. Themodel comeswithKadeemetal couplers and
self-centeringBettendorf-type truckswithmetalwheels.
Info: www.kadee.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Moloco is selling 33″ nickel plated
wheelsets with 0.088″ semi-scale treads.
The wheelsets are available blackened or
pre-painted with a clean tread as shown.

Moloco is accepting
reservations through January
26, for a new production run
of General American RBL

boxcars with offset plug doors.
Delivery of the Plate C cars is
expected sometime during the
second quarter of 2022.
Road names will be CGW (with
DF loaders, stenciled return to
Libby and Gerber), Conrail,
Erie Lackawanna (three EL

Cushioned Cars with variations on return to instructions),
N&W/American Refrigerator Transit Co., TPLX/American
Refrigerator Transit Co., Rock Island, and The Rock.

An undecorated kit is also
available for pre-order.
Info: www.molocotrains.com

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Rapido Trains is working on a
second release of its M420W
diesel locomotive. The HO Scale
model is based on a series of 12-
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cylinder 2000 hp units built by the Montreal Locomotive
Works beginning in 1973.

Rapido is adding
some new details to
M420W locomotives
in this second

release. The CN 3500s feature a rebuilt long hood with
knuckle-buster door latches, paper air �ilters, retention tank
ditch lights and a correctly located horn.

Additional features
on all versions of the
model, which was 3D
scanned from an

actual M420, include Rapido’s straight metal side handrails
with plastic stanchions, a detailed cab interior with optional
open front door, full underframe detail including traction
motor cables, a rerailer, and numerous separately applied
parts. The M420 lighting system includes operating headlights,
rear lights, tri-color classi�ication lights, and an illuminated
cab control stand.

BC Rail models will
have the correct fuel
tank size and
location, rebuilt

steps, and four rock lights in the nose and pilot. The
Providence &Worcester locomotives will have AAR-trucks and
correct P&W headlights.

Road names for the
Canadian National
version of Rapido’s
M420W include CN

(North America scheme), CN (stripes) class MR-20b and
MR-20c, *Minnesota Commercial Railway, and Oil Creek &
Titusville Railroad.

https://mrhmag.com
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BC Rail versions of the MLWM420W
will be available decorated for *British
Columbia (Two-Tone Stripe), *BCR
(Lightning Stripe), *BC Rail (red/
white/blue), *BC Rail (B-unit red/

white/blue, hockey stick scheme), and *Delaware-Lackawanna.

MLWM420R
versions are planned
for *Providence &
Worcester in both the

as-delivered scheme and in the 1990s repaint.

*Note that all road names marked with an asterisk are
conditional releases that will only be produced if minimum pre-
order requirements are met.

CPR H�����
Designed by Chief of Mo�ve Power & Rolling Stock
Henry Blane Bowen, Canadian Pacific’s H1a and H1b
class 4-6-4 Hudson locos were state-of-the-art steam
power when delivered in 1929. A total of twenty

locos were delivered in two batches of ten each. The first batch,
numbers 2800-2809, were classified H1a. The second ten, num-
bers 2810-2819, were delivered in 1930 and were classified H1b.
These locomo�ves were used on mainline passenger trains across
the Canadian Pacific’s system. Elegant in comparison with some
American locomo�ves, the H1s were so successful that CP fol-
lowed their design as the basis for its Royal Hudsons built some
seven years later. All versions survived intact un�l the end of
steam, with the first re�rements not coming un�l 1957.

R. Bale
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Rapidohas announcedplans to produce an
HOscalemodel of the highly-regarded
CanadianPaci�icH1a/b class 4-6-4Hudson
steam locomotive. Rapidowill offer the
H1a/bHudsondetailed for several

different eraswhichwill allowhobbyists tomodel the steamer at
anypoint throughout the locomotive’s life, including thepreserved
No. 2816.

Features onRapido’s
StandardHudson
will include accurate

and complete piping, underbody and tender details, correct coal
tenders for regular service units, correct oil tender for the post-
restoration version ofNo. 2816, both early and later style of
walkways, and smoke lifters on appropriately numberedmodels.
The lighting system (DCC controlled) will include headlight,
classi�ication lights, interior cab light, back up lights, and a
�lickering �ire box. The locomotive requires a minimum track
radius of 22 inches. Both DC/DCC/Sound and DC non-sound
models will be available.

Variations in
decorating schemes
include as-delivered

with earlywalkway,with Spans theWorld slogan, andwith CPR
Beaver shield. Each of these paint schemeswill be availablewith or
without smoke lifters. No. 2816 excursion versionwill haveditch
lights and anoil tender. Thedelivery schedule anddeadline for
ordering areTBA.

Rapido is in the �inal stages of prepar-
ing a newEMDGP38diesel
locomotive. Features on the all-new
HOscalemodelwill include straight
metal side handrailswith plastic
stanchions, full underframedetail
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including tractionmotor cables, air �ilters and separately-applied
parts; road-speci�ic battery boxdoors, detailed cab interior, correct
fuel tank sizes per roadnumber, andmultiple styles of stepwells.

The lighting packagewill
include operating
headlights, rear lights, tri-
color classi�ication lights,
and cab lights. Ditch lights
andbeaconswill be
availablewhere appropriate
to the prototypepractice.

Paint schemes on Rapido’s
initial release will be
Santa Fe (Yellow
Warbonnet, with correct
switcher-style steps, with
and without classi�ication
lights), Baltimore & Ohio,

CSX (Grey; grey and blue scheme; and grey, blue and black
scheme), Southern (high nose), Norfolk Southern (high nose,
ditch lights), Penn Central, Conrail, Burlington Northern
(Cascade Green), and BNSF.

Rapido’s GP38will be
available forDC/DCC
operationwith anESU
LokSounddecoder, and for
analogDCoperationwith a
21-pin connector for
installation of an
aftermarket decoder. Order

deadline anddelivery schedule areTBA.
Info:www.rapidotrains.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Scale Trains has released
another production run of its
GATC 4180 cu. ft. Airslide
covered hopper. The HO scale
ready-to-run model replicates a

popular Airslide prototype built over a �ive year period
beginning in 1969. All production units had gravity outlet
gates. Models decorated for Brach’s Candy and for Staley will
have Apex steel walkways. American Maize cars will have a
combination of Apex and Morton walkways.

Scale Trains’ Rivet Counter
model will be available with
road speci�ic details for seven
paint schemes. Champion Spark

Plug car No. 47776 replicates a prototype built in 1977 with a
Morton walkway. The four other Champion cars in this release
represent prototypes built with Apex steel walkways in 1669.

GACX blue car No. 47754 has
conspicuity strips and a Morton
walkway. Other blue cars have
Apex walkways. All of
ScaleTrains.com’s Airslide cars

decorated for Church & Dwight will have Morton walkways.
Features on all versions of
the Rivet Counter model
include ten round roof

hatches, metal grab irons and coupler cut levers, trainline
hoses, underbody brake details including formed wire
plumbing and brake rods, diecast metal Type E knuckle
couplers, and Barber S-2 100-ton trucks with raised foundry
data, 36″ machined metal wheels, rotting bearing caps, and
truck-mounted brake beams.
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Scale Trains is booking
reservations for a new
production run of Conrail class
G52X Bethgon coal gondolas.

Conrail paint schemes for this
release include grey and
oxide red. Two different
removable coal loads will be

available. The HO scale fully-detailed Rivet Counter model will
be available in 24 new road numbers.

Scale Trains plans to release a
second run of Operator series
Bethgon coal gondolas in
early summer. The deadline

for preordering is January 31, 2022.
To help keep costs down,
Scale Trains Operator series
have simpli�ied printing and
fewer factory-applied parts

than the pricier Rivet Counter models. For hobbyists wanting
to add details at a future date, a super detail kit is available as a
separate purchase.

Road names for the HO scale
series model will be BNSF
(Wedge scheme), Conrail, CSX
(Black with yellow lettering),

Norfolk Southern (Horsehead scheme), AEPX-Kansas City
Power & Light, and OGEX-Oklahoma Gas & Electric.
Info: www.scaletrains.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Due to delays in the arrival of sourced parts, Smoky Mountain
Model Works is able to extend the ordering cut-off date for a
12-post PS 5277 cu. ft. boxcar to January 31, 2022. As
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announced in MRH last August,
the specialized project involves a
prototypically accurate HO scale
model of an exterior post boxcar
Pullman-Standard built in the
early 1970s exclusively for
Southern Railway and Norfolk

Southern. These cars have never been available in HO scale.
The kit will consist of a one-
piece urethane bodywith a
separate urethane underframe.
Detail parts will include a 3D
SLA printed brake system,
separate door castings, Accurail
truck frames, Kadee 33″

wheelsets, Kadee No. 158Whisker couplers, andMask Island
decals. Amini-CDwith detailed instructions and photos comes
with the kit.
Info: smokymountainmodelworks.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sylvan Scale Models is booking
reservations for a re-run of an HO
scale kit for a CP Rail 52′ 8″ NSC
5300 cu. ft. boxcar with double
plug doors. The model is based on
a series of prototypes built in
1974 with many of the cars

remaining in service until 2012. Trucks and couplers are not
included. Delivery is expected early this year, however,
production of this kit is contingent on receiving suf�icient
reservations to justify the re-release.
Info: mesagkits@gmail.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Walthers is working toward
a June 2022 release date for a
new production run of HO
scale Mainline series EMD F7
A and B unit diesel

locomotives. The Mainline models have the same drive system
asWalther’s top of the line Proto models.

Road names in this release
include Amtrak, Santa Fe, and
Baltimore & Ohio.

Additional road names are
Chicago & NorthWestern,
Denver & Rio Grande
Western, Northern Paci�ic,
Penn Central and Soo Line.
Each road name will be
available for basic DC
operation and with ESU
sound and DCC.

Walthers has
scheduled a February
release date for a new
group of eight 85′
Budd passenger cars.
The HO scalemodels
will have tinted
window glazing, 36″
machinedmetal

wheelsets, and ProtoMAXmetal couplers. Drill starter points for
grab irons aremolded into the car bodymaking it easier for
hobbyists wanting to add details to the cars. Exterior detail kits
and LED interior lighting kits are available as a separate purchase.

Car types available in
this release include an

https://mrhmag.com/user/register


RPO, baggage/lounge, small window coach, large window
coach, dome coach, diner, 10-6 sleeper, and observation car.

Road names will be
Amtrak Phase 1, Denver
& Rio GrandeWestern,

Great Northern, and Northern Paci�ic. Each body type will also
be available painted silver without lettering.

Walthers is quoting an
August release date for a
group of Trinity 25,000
gallon tank cars. The HO

scale model is based on a prototype introduced by Trinity in
the mid-2000s.

Decorating schemes
scheduled for this release
include ADMX-Archer-
Daniels-Midland, DPRX-PBF

Holding Co., CHSX-Cenix Harvest States Co-Operative, DNAX-
Dana Transportation, NATX-North American Tank Car Line,
PRTX-Interstate Asphalt, GATX-GATX Corporation, and TILX-
Trinity Industries Leasing.

Notable details include a
protective top �illing housing
for the hatch, and a pressure
relief valve. The underbody

has wire safety rails, a skid protected bottom outlet valve,
steam inlet and outlet, and full brake equipment including
cylinder, rods, and train line. Additional features include Proto
MAXmetal knuckle couplers and 100-ton trucks with 36″
machined metal wheelsets.
Info: www.walthers.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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N SCALE PRODUCT NEWS
ATSF N Scale
Models has a
3D body shell
and other
components
needed to

create the Santa Fe’s �irst diesel electric locomotive. The
prototype was developed by EMC to pull the Santa Fe’s extra-
fare Super Chief. Two locomotives, numbered 1 and 1A, were
completed in 1935.

The body shell is designed to be
adapted to an extensively modi�ied
Atlas or Kato chassis.
Info: www.atsfnscalemodels.com

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

S���� F� N�. 1 ��� 1A
In the mid-1930s, the Santa Fe Railway ini�ated a project
to upgrade The Chief, its premier heavyweight train that
operated daily between Chicago and Los Angeles. Early
decisions included the use of modern lightweight stain-

less steel cars that would be pulled by a diesel powered locomo�ve. An
order for a twin-unit diesel went to EMC, which at that �me was primarily
a design and concept company rather than an actual builder of locomo-
�ves. Under a contract from EMC, the St. Louis Car Company built the two
units, equipping each of them with 900 hp 12-cylinder Winton 20-A
diesel engines. Trac�on motors and electrical controls came from General
Electric. The two units were delivered with shrouding around their trucks,
which was soon removed because the bearings on the trucks tended to
run hot. Inaugurated on May 12, 1936, Santa Fe’s new Super Chief was
successfully handled from Chicago to Los Angeles by the revolu�onary
diesel locomo�ves No. 1 and 1A.

R. Bale
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InterMountain Railway
Company has released
Fox Valley N scale bi-level
auto racks and trailer

combinations in 16 road names.
Bi-level auto racks
mounted on TTGX
�latcars are available for
Southern Railway,

Western Paci�ic, Kansas City Southern, Conrail, BNSF (small
logo), CSX, Transportación Ferroviaria Mexicana, and two
Union Paci�ic versions.

Bi-level auto racks
mounted on home
�latcars will be available
for Grand Trunk Western,

Providence &Worcester, Ferromex, BNSF, Canadian National,
and CP Rail.

All versions of the N scale
model feature etched-
metal see-thru anti-vandal
side panels, Micro-Trains

trucks and couplers, and InterMountain 33″metal wheelsets.
Info: www.intermountain-railway.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jacksonville Terminal
Company (JTC) has released
several new N scale
containers. Fifty-three foot
high cube 8-55-8 and 6-42-6
corrugated containers are

available for CP Rail, EMP, EMP ex HUB patch, EMP ex Pacer,
Amazon, PacerStacktrain, and FEC.
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Twenty foot containers are available
for MSC, ONE, Hapag-Lloyd, CMA
CGM, and Maersk.

A new sign side 20′ corrugated
computer is part of the Visionary
Series, decorated for Jewels Reptile
Foods, featuring a gecko graphic. JTC
is inviting customers to submit

photos of their pets for future Visionary Series containers.
Info: jtcmodeltrains.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

New releases fromMicro-
Trains include this Chicago
& North Western 10-1-2
Pullman sleeper.

This new N scale 50′
Tidewater Southern boxcar
represents a prototype built in
1955 by Pullman-Standard.
Micro-Trains N scale version of
this AT&SF tank car is based
on a car built in the 1950s that
was retired from revenue

service in the 1980s. After shopping the tanker, Santa Fe
assigned it to water service in Barstow, CA.

https://mrhmag.com/user/register
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This 40′ Jade Green NYC boxcar
is based on a 1945 prototype
that was later shopped to cut
down its ladders and remove
the running board.
Concluding our report on new
Micro-Trains releases is this
pre-weathered 50' C&O 2970
cu. ft. Airslide hopper that has
been patched for CSXT.

Info: Contact a dealer.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L�N P�� A�������
The Pan American was a name passenger
train operated by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad
between Cincinna� and New Orleans. The Pan

American operated con�nuously from 1921 to 1971 and served as
the L&N's flagship train un�l the introduc�on of the Humming
Bird in 1946. The Pan American name honored the substan�al
traffic the L&N carried to and from the seaports of the Gulf of
Mexico. The Pan American proved popular with the traveling
public, and in 1925 it was re-equipped as an all-Pullman consist
with no coaches. The economic pressures of the Great Depression
forced the Pan American to start carrying coaches again in 1933.
Although never fully streamlined, the Pan American began
receiving some lightweight streamlined equipment in 1949. Amtrak
did not retain service over the L&N route, and the Pan
American ended on April 30, 1971.

R. Bale
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NewN scale passenger
equipment under development
byRail Smith includes two
lightweight, ten roomette/six-
bedroom sleepers decorated in

blue and gold for the Louisville &Nashville Railway. The cars,
Barren River andKentucky River,were assigned to the Pan
American, L&N’s �lagship train. Reservations are being booked
nowwith a release date scheduled for the second quarter of 2022.
Info: www.lowellsmith.net
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scale Trains is booking orders
now for a Gunderson 5188 cu. ft.
covered hopper scheduled for
release in July 2022. The N scale

Rivet Counter model will be available in four different road
number speci�ic body styles, two different hatch types, and
three different outlet gate options,

Road names will include Union
Paci�ic, CMO/GATX, NOKL, and
SOXX patch on an ex-BNSF car.
In addition to the black and red
Belle scheme shown here, Kansas
City Southern cars will be
available in gray, and in gray with
a red logo.
Five BNSF paint schemes will be
available including a BNSF
Railway standard paint job and a
BNSF car showing horizontal ribs.

BNSF Railway heritage schemes will be available for Santa Fe,
Great Northern, and Fort Worth & Denver.
Info: www.scaletrains.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Spring CreekModel Trains
is selling a Rock Island bi-
level auto rack. The N scale
car is a Fox Valleymodel
produced exclusively for

Spring Creek. Six road numbers are available. Themodel features
etched-metal see-thru anti-vandal side panels, Micro-Trains
trucks and couplers, and InterMountain 33″metal wheelsets.
Info: www.springcreekmodeltrains.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NEW STRUCTURES & SCENIC SUPPLIES

Future vehicles coming from
Athearn includes a group of
1:87th scale Ford C-series
tractors with a matching 28'
trailer.
Decorating schemes include
Roadway, Roadway Express,
PIE, Hostess Cake, ANR
Freight System, and United
Parcel Service. An all-white

F��� C-S����� T����
The Ford C-series is a range of cab-over-engine (COE)
trucks built by Ford Motor Company between 1957
and 1990. Produced for 33 years nearly unchanged as

both a straight/rigid truck and a tractor, the C-series was the
longest-produced commercial truck in North America at the �me of
its withdrawal in 1990. The C-series was also used as a basis for fire
apparatus vehicles.

R. Bale
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Owner Operator set will also be offered. Availability is planned
for February 2023.

Additional 1:87th scale
vehicles due from Athearn
early next year include a
generic four-door sedan from
the 1950s. The models will

have a fully modeled interior with a separately applied steering
wheel, clear windows and rubber tires. In addition to a yellow
Downtown Taxi, the sedan will be available decorated for City
Cab in blue and yellow, and in a black & white police scheme.

Models will also be available
in plain red, pink, and yellow.
A police beacon or roof top
taxi sign will be applied on
appropriate models.

Info: www:athearn.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CustomModel Railroads has
released an N scale City Station
kit. The Beaux-arts style
structure features art glass and
a wrought iron canopy. The
large urban railroad station can
be used as stand-alone
structure or in conjunction with

the City Station Concourse which is available as a separate kit.
The principal components of the
kits are laser-cut acrylic parts
and engraved stonework. The
HO scale versions announced
early last year continue to be
available.
Info: custommodelrailroads.com

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Frenchman River Model
Works has introduced a group
of 1:48 scale kits that make up
the Aultman Miller Machine
Shop complex. Designed by
Thomas Yorke, the various
components can be purchased
as a group or individually. The
central structure is a

corrugated metal building that can serve as a machine shop,
repair shop or any small industrial enterprise.

Additional components
include a large round
fuel tank, an elevated
square water tank, a
vertical boiler, two coal
barrels, a detailed roof
vent, and a pair of

1930s-50s era gas pumps with individual hoses and decals.
The items are composed of
unpainted cast resin.
Info: frenchmanriver.com

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Chooch Division of
Walthers has released
several new HO scale
scenic items molded in
�lexible vinyl. They include
a selection of small,

medium, and large stone wall arches, abutments, and stone
trim. The material can be cut, trimmed, and bent to �it
irregular surfaces. It accepts water-based acrylic paint.
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Additional items scheduled
for release next month
include walls in a cruciform
concrete pattern.

Loads for open freight cars
are scheduled for release in
April. Medium and large
loads will be available for
stone rip rap, industrial

junk, scrap metal, and distressed concrete.
Info: www.walthers.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NEWDECALS, SIGNS AND FINISHING PRODUCTS
MaskIslandhasreleasedanewHO
scaledecalset fordecoratinga
Pullman-StandardPS-1boxcar for
theAmericanArmedForces.The
decalset includesmaterial for
decoratingacar fortheUSArmy,Air
Force,Navy,andMarines.
Info:www.maskislanddecals.com

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DISCLAIMER .....
The opinions expressed in this column are those of the
writer and do not necessarily re�lect the opinion of Model
Railroad Hobbyist or its sponsors. Every effort is made to
provide our readers with accurate and responsible news
and information, however, neither Model Railroad Hobby-
ist or the writer of this column can be held responsible for
any inaccuracies or typographical errors that may inadver-
tently appear in this column.
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B������ ����� �� ����� ���� ...
Bowser has Alco RS-3 Phase 3 diesels for Pennsylvania and
Western Maryland. Both DC and DCC versions of the HO scale
locomo�ve are available …

Micro-Trains has released to dealers an N scale 83’ Tuscan red
Pennsylvania heavyweight business car that has been upgraded
with mechanical air condi�oning …

Walthers expects to have a Mainline series 57′mechanical reefer
with a 9′ Youngstown plug door ready for shipment next month.
Single and five-unit sets of Thrall 40′ well-cars are due in March to
be followed in August by an EMD SW7 switch engine in seven
popular road names … �

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Due to COVID-19 restrictions, please check
with any organization hosting an in-person
event for the latest status of the event.

Ongoing from 2021
ONLINE, Zoom, dates vary, see website. Operation Special
Interest Group Meetups – limited attendance available.
Info: www.opsig.org/Virtual
Archive: www.opsig.org/Virtual/Past
ONLINE, Zoom&YouTube,Wednesday& Saturday. “New
Tracks”Meetup, hosted by JimKellow,MMR.
Info: newtracksmodeling.com
ONLINE, Facebook & YouTube, dates vary, see Facebook
page. “NMRAx” organized by Gordy Robinson, Martyn Jenkins,
Gert Muller, Jordan Kramer.
Info: www.facebook.com/groups/nmragroup
ONLINE, YouTube, every other Saturday. 4th Division, Paci�ic
Northwest Region, NMRA hosts online layout tours and clinics.
Archive: www.youtube.com/c/4DPNRMovies
ONLINE, Zoom, Second Tuesdays, 8pmEST. “Off the Beaten
Track” featuringNarrowGauge layouts, clinics andmanufacturers.
Info: groups.io/g/NNG

Model Railroad Hobbyist | January 2022
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AROUND THE USA, IN-PERSON, Various dates.
ScaleTrains.com Road Trip.
Info: www.scaletrains.com/roadtrip

January - February 2022
CALIFORNIA, SANTA CLARA - ONLINE, Zoom/Livestream,
February 5-6, 2022, 2022 Bay PCR/SIG Meet. Virtual layout
tours with owner interaction Saturday, Live, Zoom, and
Livestream Clinics on Sunday. Live location: South Bay Historical
Railroad Society/Santa Clara Depot, 1005 Railroad Ave.
Info: www.eventbrite.com/e/sig-meet-virtual-saturday-25-
and-in-person-sunday-26-tickets-229930206437
FLORIDA, PALMETTO, February 19-20, 2022, 43rd Annual
RealRail Model Train Show, hosted by RealRail: The Railroad
Education and Learning Center of Florida. Bradenton Area
Convention Center, 1 Hazen Blvd.
Info: realrail.org/upcoming-events/rail-pass
MASSACHUSETTS, WEST SPRINGFIELD, January 29-30,
2022. Railroad Hobby Show sponsored by the Amherst
Railway Society. Eastern States Exposition Fairgrounds, 1305
Memorial Avenue.
Info: www.railroadhobbyshow.com
MISSOURI, ST. CHARLES, January 29-30, 2022. Great Train
Show. Saint Charles Convention Center.
Info: www.trainshow.com
OHIO, COLUMBUS, January 15-16, 2022. Great Train Show.
Ohio Expo Center.
Info: www.trainshow.com
TEXAS, PASADENA (HOUSTON AREA), February 12, 2022,
The Greater Houston Train Show, presented by the San Jacinto
Model Railroad Club. Pasadena Convention Center, 7902
Fairmount Parkway.
Info: sanjacmodeltrains.org
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TEXAS, PLANO (DALLAS AREA), January 15-16, 2022. Dallas
Area Train Show, sponsored by the North Texas Council of
Railroad Clubs. Plano Centre, 2000 East Spring Creek Parkway.
Info: www.dfwtrainshows.com
VIRGINIA, RICHMOND, January 22-23, 2022. Greenberg’s
Great Train & Toy Show. Richmond Raceway Complex.
Info: www.trainshow.com
VIRGINIA, VIRGINIA BEACH, January 15-16, 2022.
Greenberg’s Great Train & Toy Show. Virginia Beach
Convention Center.
Info: www.trainshow.com
WASHINGTON, PUYALLUP, January 22-23, 2022. Great Train
Show. Washington State Fairgrounds, 110 9th Ave SW.
Info: www.trainshow.com
WISCONSIN, MADISON, February 19-20, 2022. Mad City
Model Railroad Show and Sale. Exhibition Hall, Alliant Energy
Center, 1919 Alliant Energy Center Way.
Info: www.nmra-scwd.org

Future 2022-2023 by location
NEWZEALAND, CHRISTCHURCH,April 15-18, 2022. Back on
TrackNationalModel Railway Convention 2022. St. Andrews
College, 347 Papanui Rd.
Info:www.modelrailcon.nz
NEWZEALAND,DUNEDIN, 7-8May 2022, DunedinModel Train
Show. Taieri Bowling Club, 12Wickliffe Street, Mosgiel.
Info: dunedinmodeltrainshow@gmail.com
CALIFORNIA, ROHNERTPARK,April 21-24, 2022. Return to the
Redwoods, Paci�ic Coast RegionNMRAConvention. Doubletree by
HiltonHotel SonomaWine Country, OneDoubletree Drive.
Info: www.pcrnmra.org/conv2022
CALIFORNIA, SANTA CLARA,May 26-28, 2022, O scale - S
scale - Narrow Gauge West. Hyatt Regency Hotel, 5101 Great
America Parkway.
Info:www.oscalewest.com
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COLORADO, DENVER, April 2-3, 2022, Rocky Mountain Train
Show – Spring 2022. National Western Complex, 4655
Humboldt St.
Info: rockymountaintrainshow.com
COLORADO, LAKEWOOD, June 2-5, (Proposed) Sn3 Symposium.
SheratonDenverWest, 360Union Boulevard.
Info: groups.io/g/NNG/topic/87954737#1335
GEORGIA, CARTERSVILLE,March 12-13, 2022. Piedmont
Division 2022Model Train Show. Clarence BrownConference
Center, 5450GAHwy20.
Info:www.themodeltrainshow.com
GEORGIA, SAVANNAH,March 25-26, 2022. Savannah Prototype
Modeler’sMeet. Southside Assembly of God, 401 Tibet Ave.
Info:www.savannahrpm.com
ILLINOIS, URBANA,March 26-27, 2022, Lincoln Square Train
Show, sponsored by the Illinois Terminal Division, NMRA. Lincoln
Square Village, 100WHigh St.
Info: itd.illinoisterminaldivision.org/show/show.htm
INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS,May 18-23, 2022. Indy Junction 2022,
theMidwest, Mid-Central, andNorth Central RegionsNMRA
Convention. IndianapolisMarriott East, 7202 East 21st Street.
Info: www.indyjunction2022.org
MASSACHUSETTS, ORLEANS, December 18th, 2021, Nauset
Model Railroad Club Open House. Rear of Hiltop Plaza, 180
Route 6A.
Info:www.nausetmodelrrclub.com
MISSOURI, St. LOUIS,August 7-14, 2022, NMRANational
Convention andNational Train Show. St. LouisMarriott Grand
Hotel, 800WashingtonAvenue.
Info: gateway2022.org
OKLAHOMA, TULSA,March 18-20, 2022, Layout, Design,
OperationWeekend (LDOP), sponsored by the IndianNations
Division of theNMRA. Akdar Shrine Center, 2808 S SheridanRoad.
Info:www.tulsanmra.org
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OREGON, CORVALLIS,March 19-20, 2022.Winterail 2022,
Railroad photography exposition and collectables sale. Corvallis
High School, 1400NWBuchannanAvenue.
Info:www.winterail.com
OREGON, ELSIE,April 2, 2022. 2022 Paci�icModel Loggers’
Congress. Camp18Restaurant &Museum, 42362Highway 26.
Info: paci�icmodelloggerscongress.org
OREGON, EUGENE,May 10-14, 2022. PNR2022Regional
Convention, Valley River Inn.
Info: pnr.nmra.org/1div/Eugene2020/home.htm
OREGON, PORTLAND,March 12, 2022,WillametteModel
Railroad Club 2022Model Railroad SwapMeet. Kliever Armory,
10000NE33rdDr.
Info:wmrrc.com
PENNSYLVANIA, HARRISBURG, June 10-11, 2022, 2022
HarrisburgNarrowOSummerMeet. NewHope Church, 584
Colonial ClubDrive.
Info: www.facebook.com/modelingevents
PENNSYLVANIA, MALVERN,March 24-27, 2022, Valley Forge
Railroad Prototype Modelers 2022. Desmond Malvern
Conference Center.
Info: www.rpmvalleyforge.com
TENNESSEE, NASHVILLE, June 15-19, 2022 28th Annual National
N Scale Convention, SheratonMusic City, 777McGavock Pike.
Info: www.nationalnscaleconvention.com
TEXAS, GRAPEVINE (Dallas Area), Summer 2023, NMRA
National Convention, Gaylord TexanResort & Convention Center,
1501Gaylord Trail.
Info: www.2023texasexpress.com
WASHINGTON, SPOKANE,March 6, 2022,Model Train Show,
presented by TheRiver CityModelers Train Club. Spokane County
Fair & Expo Center, Buildings A, B, &C, Gate G-404NorthHavana.
Info:www.rivercitymodelers.org/rcm-train-show-info.html
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WASHINGTON, TACOMA,
September 1-4, 2022. 42nd
National Narrow-Gauge
Convention, HotelMurano,
1320Broadway.
Info:www.seattlenngc.com�
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